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This was not the proper mode of transportation in and 
around Durham yesterday, as this unfortunate cyclist 
found out. < Dennis Giguere photo) 
Tuesday September 27, 1977 Durham, N.H. 
I 
-unification · Church applies 
to use Memorial Union · 
By Gary Langer 
The New Hampshire office of 
Rev. Sun Myung Moon's Unifica-
tion Church has requested per-
mission to shaw a movie in the 
Memorial Union Building ( MUB) 
during the first or second week of 
October, according to Acting 
Vice Provost for Student Affairs 
J. G.regg Sanborn 
Sanborn said he has not made a 
final decision on the request but 
he is "leaning toward" accepting 
Utt }Jl Ul,)U!:'.>dl. 
"My tendency at the present 
· time is to be thinking along with 
precedents in the past, to allow 
them to use the facility," he said. 
Sanborn said the group has 
been "tentatively scheduled" to 
use the Senate Merrimac room 
in the MUB for a·one-day showing 
of the film "The Reverend Moon 
in America," 
The film would be followed by 
a question and answer period, 
he said. 
" My concern is exactly 
whether or not this kind of re-
quest is in line with the educa-
tional needs of the University," 
said Sanborn. 
Sanborn said "legal precedents 
and t-he first and fourteenth 
amendments of the ms l consti-
tution ( freedom of speech and 
equal rights under the law) 
clearly indicate the nghts ot this 
group will have to be upheld." 
Jeffery Onore, assistant direc-
tor of student activities, said he 
and the Director of the New 
Hampshire Unification Church · 
Charles Wheeler · 'briefly dis-
cussed the possibility of starting 
a student organization" that 
U~ification Chu~ch, page 5 
UNH Greeks apply 
for tax exemption 
By Maureen O'Connell 
UNH fraternities and sororities 
are trying to get tax exemptions 
on their houses in order to save 
between -three and four thousand 
dollars a year in taxes. 
Although Acting Vice Provost 
for Student Affairs Gregg San-
born called the chances 
"remote," he said research is 
·underway to determine if an ex-
emption is feasible. 
Like other privately owned 
residential or commercial 
property in Durham, the fratern-
ities and sororities pay taxes to 
the town . · 
Last year the assessment rate 
for residential property was 
$52.50 per $1000. 
All buildings connected with or 
owned by the University are tax 
free . 
Infraternity Council leaders 
say their houses should be exempt-
·ed because they are non-profit 
organizations which, like the 
dormitories, provide housing for 
University students. 
"We help alleviate some of the 
University housing pronlems, · · 
said Thad Clossen, president of 
Kappa ~igma and main pro-
ponent of the move . "We also 
serve an educational function by 
teaching the ways of sisterhood 
and brotherhood." 
He said the New England Cen-
ter is tax exempt because it was 
dt1emed to be serving an educa-
tional purpose. 
Closson said four other univer-
sities in the USA have tax exempt 
fraternity and sorority houses. 
Greeks, page 12 
J. Gregg Sanborn 
Thad Closson 
Ginkgo fans make plans 
By Mike Kelly · 
Why worship a tree? 
Why not? Druids did it for cen-
turies and were probably quite 
happy with the arrangement. 
There are logical reasons for tree 
worship. It is there when you are. 
It does not ask for money . to send 
missionaries to Africa to convert 
saplings. Tree worship does not 
require you to go to confession. In 
fact, there is very little you can 
do to offend a tree. 
UNH, which has entertained 
Moonies, Campus Crusaders for 
Christ, Transcendental 
Meditators, and Hare Krishner-
ers, now is home to a small but 
rabid sect of tree worshippers. 
The name of the group is the 
Lovers of Living Fossils (LLF) 
and they are a recognized student 
organization. The tree in question 
is located behind Lords Hall. It is 
INSIDE 
a Ginkgo tree. 
A Ginkgo tree is special. It is 
not like an oak or a beech. 
Firstly, the Ginkgo tree is a 
living fossil, the sole survivor of 
an evolutionary line that dates 
back to Paleozoic times. 
Secondly, it approaches the 
cycle of life in a unique manner. 
Most trees, flighty creatures at 
best, are casual about dropping 
their leaves. A dozen one day, two 
dozen the next, what does it mat-
ter? 
It matters to the Ginkgo tree. 
The Ginkgo tree retains !JQ per 
cent of its leaves throughout the 
early autumn. Then, in one 
serious effort, it drops them all, 
completely denuding itself in a 
two hour period. There is no way 
to tell on what autumn day the 
leaves will fall. 




program will be 
completed in about 
three weeks. For the 
story on the town's 
improvements, turn 
to page two. 
endears the Ginkgo tree to its 
followers. According to senior 
Dave Hicks, President and Head 
Gink of the LLF, the group was 
formed "to call attention to the 
fall awakening of the ancient and 
noble Ginkgo tree." 
"The tree," he adds, "is truly a 
wonderous thing. It stands alone 
in the botanical world." 
Including Hicks, there are five 
members of the LLF. Sophomore 
Thad Clossen, the Secretary, 
Junior Larry Kohl, the Business 
Manager, Glenn Roberts, the 
Master of Ceremonies, and 
Sophomore Cindy McAleny, the 
Royalty Interviewer, are all 
pledged to the adulation of the 
Tree. 
The LLF has plans. With a fer-
vor that would shame a Moonie, it 
Ginkgo Fans, page 5 
·calendars 
Calendars aren't mon-
key business any 
more. In many cases 
they have become 
showcases for legiti-
mate artistic expres-
sion. For a round-up 




. The Wildcat football 
team kept on rolling 
Saturday, this thne 
sending ·west Chester 
down to defeat for 
. UNH's third straight 
victory in as. many 
games. See the 
stories, stats and 





Robert Weltziem, president of the Timex corporation, arrived 
in Durham Friday evening via helicopter to address a class in the 
Whittemore School of Business and Economics (WSBE) Saturday 
morning. 
Weltziem, in his mid-forties, told the administration majors "it 
is hard to go from theory and college to activity and the real 
world." 
Quoting Ben Johnson, Weltziem said, "Man is never so in-
nocently engaged than when making money." 
Morality in business, said Weltziem, is what the other fellow 
should or should not do. "Real morality," he said, "is how you 
treat the people in your business ." ·· 
Weltziem received a degree in Economics from Princeton and 
studied Chinese at Yale. He spent time in the Far East and 
worked for the state department before entering the business 
world and eventually becoming president of the 25,000 employee 
corporation. 
Welztiem advised students not to enter marketing if they "are 
in it only for the money." 
The profession of ma·rketing provides high flexibility and 
mobility, he said. 
Computerized IDs 
The installation of a computerized student identification system 
at UNH is_ "in.evitable," according to Richard Clukay, com-
puter services advisor to dining services. 
"We're still ,in the research stage right now," said Clukay. 
He did not know when a system will be installed or what 
it will cost. 
Clukay is investigating using a computerized ID system to 
replace the meal tickets now used in UNH dining halls. 
"Other universities that have used this type of ID system 
have found a reduction in the cost of dining services from one 
to two per cent," said Inge Lock, director of dining services. 
Lock said the savings "come from the cut down in the amount of 
food being pilfered by students using counterfeit meal tickets and . 
other illegal means." 
Clukay said a computerized ID system "could be used for 
registration, adding and dropping courses, and athletic tickets. 
Computerized meal tickets are just a starting point," he said. 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts partly cloudy weather 
this morning with a 40 per cent chance of rain. Clearing and 
partly sunny today with a high of 60 to 65 degrees. Fair 
weather tonight and Wednesday with a high tonight of 45 to 50 
degrees and a high in the mid sixties on Wednesday. The pro-
bability of precipitation this afternoon and Wednesday is 20 per 
cent. 
State Rep. Daniell 
criticizes T_homson 
By Michael Mini~an 
In a letter written to Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson two weeks 
ago, ReQ. Eugene Daniell'. . Jr. (D-
Franklin) charged Thomson with 
"conduct unbecoming a governor 
and suitable only to a Nazi state." 
The comments were made with 
regards to Thomson's alleged 
behind-the-scenes dealings with 
the state budget negotiations and 
his recent remarks against the 
characters of Andrew Young, the 
United States ambassador· to the 
United Nations and the late Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Daniell:: said 
yesterday. 
Daniell, said in•the letter that if 
the Governo,r's actions do · not 
Gov. Thomson . .... under fire 
change, he may file impeach-
ment proceedings. 
"In my opinion the Governor 
has violated the state constitution 
by demeaning state employees to 
testify before the House Ap-
propriations Committee only 
when subpoenaed,'' the 70 year-
old Daniell . said. 
"The Governor has started a 
campaign of terror against these 
state employees who could be 
disclosing important information 
_concerning the budget to the Ap-
propriations Committee," he 
said. 
Daniell, said the Governor's 
order not to testify except by 
subpoena is "illegal, as Part 2, 
Article 41 of the state constitution 
de~es authoriz.ation of orocedures 
which prevent any legislative 
branch from conducting normal 
activitv." 
The letter also critlcized the · 
Governor for his recent tirades 
agaipst the two black leaders, 
~aying in part, "The recent 
remarks attributed to you 
(Thomson) were intemporate 
and suitable only to that of a Nazi 
state." 
The letter went on to say that 
"if these acts persist, democracy 
can no longer exist in this state." 
Thomson has called for the 
ouster of Young and has con-
tinually criticized both Young 
and King for subversive and · 
communist activities. 
"I don't think it was the time to 
file impeachment action '1 
Daniell said. "But some of his 
remarks were absolutely out of 
Governor Thomson, page 12 
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Student committee chooses 
. - , 
MUB Board of Governors · 
By Jayne Sears 
A Student Government com-
mittee has selected a nine mem-
ber student Board of Governors 
for the Memorial Union Building 
(MUB). 0 
The board will play an equal 
role with the Director of the 
.MUB, J. Gregg Sanborn, in the 
policies and decision making 
procedure in student act4vity re-
lated affairs. 
The board consists of one stu-
.dent from each of the residential 
areas on campus, two rep-
resentatives from Student Ac-
tivity Tax (SAT) organizations, 
two commuter students, and two 
representatives from non-SAT 
organizations. 
The names of the nine students 
are being withheld by the com-
miHoo until thoy ha .. ·o boon no 
tified of their acceptance by 
University President Eugene 
Mills. 
According to Beth Fischer, a 
member of the selection com-
mittee, the students have to be 
formally appointed by Mills as "a 
matter of protocol.'' 
"For the first time, students 
will have legitimate input into the 
MUB--it is the students' building. 
This is not a superficial organiza-
tion. It is a strong organization," 
said Fischer. 
Fischer said the committee 
received 31 applications for the 
nine positions. 
"We were looking for a variety 
of people," said selection com-
mittee member Sue Hertz. 
"Some with leadership ability, 
constructive ideas, and a back-
ground of working with admini-
strators, and some with a general 
interest in the University as a 
whole, the MUB and student 
input." 
"It was not so important that 
they had the ins and outs of the 
MUB down," said Fischer, "I 
was looking for general attitudes 
as to what they would like to see 
, done with the MUB--an under-
lying attitude and commitment. 
The people selected showed a 
consistency in interest." 
"I wanted to get an idea of how 
people wo1 k with othc1 people 
and how they work with admin-
istrative people. It was an at-
titudinal thing," said Student 
Body President and . committee 
member Jim O'Neill. 
Fischer said the board would 
meet with Sanborn early next 
week. 
"I don't know how often they 
will meet right now. It depends 
on how the board clicks," said 
Fischer. 
"Any decisions concerning 
MUB policies and procedure go , 
thrnmlh the board. It is imoera-
tive that the director (of the 
MUB) and the board can satis-
factorally work out policies. One 
does not have any say over 
another. If the two can't agree on 
a decision, it will haw~ to he sent 
to Stevens (Vice Provost of Stu-
dent Affairs) and he will make 
it." said Fischer. 
Mub, page 14 
Beth F'ischer 
· Work crews like this one soent the summer imorovinl! Durham's roads. (June Wehrly photo) 
Town improvement project 
approaches its completion 
By Steven Ericson 
The $280,000 Durham town 
beautification program started 
this summer will be completed in 
about three weeks, according to.: 
Director of Public Works George 
Crombie. -
The program includes the in-
stallation of bicycle lanes along 
several downfown roads, the re-
placement of above-ground wires 
with an underground telephone 
cable system, the construction of 
a more efficient street lighting 
system, and landscaping on two 
traffic . islands: around public 
parking lots, and al?ng Main St. . 
in the downtown sect10n. , 
About $200,000 of the funds have 
been spent to repave the roads. 
The project was presented to the 
State Highway Department and 
approved as an "Urban Roads 
Project." The state will provide 
70 percent of the funding for the 
· roadwork, with the town of Dur-
ham paying for the remaining 30 
percent. 
Along with the downtown sec-
tion of Main St. (from Tin Palace 
to the Post Office), the one-way 
sections of Madbury Road and 
Pettee Brook Lane, and a portion 
of Mill Road between Main St. 
and the entrance to the Shop 'N 
Save parking lot have been re-
paved. 
Granite sidewalks have been 
built along these streets and bicy-
cle lanes are being added. 
Cyclists will be required to ride 
within these lanes in the di~ction 
of traffic·, ac:c~rding to Crombie. , 
Crombie said he hopes the use 
of these lanes, .which will be en-
forced by police, w~ll reduce.haz-
ards to -both bicycle rid~rs ~nd 
automobile operators. · 
The new street lighting system 
will increase the number and ef-
ficiency of streetlights in the 
downtown area. 
New wooden poles support high 
pressure sodium lights that have 
a candle power of one-and-a-half 
as opposed to the five candle 
power lighting used until now. 
Crombie said while the new 
lights will save a great deal of 
energy, their effectiveness will 
remain almost the same. The 
number of lights ·has been in-
creased from 13 to 44, and the 
system will be "100 percent bet-
ter," according to Crombie. 
Unlike the old lighting system, 
owned and operated by the Public 
Service Company of New Hamp-
$hire (PSC). the new system will 
be owned and maintained by the 
town of Dqrham. Only the power 
. itself will come from PSC. 
The cost for power and yearly 
maintenance to the town will be 
apQf~ximately $6,000, as opposed 
to the approximate $14,000 cost of 
having the same system com-
pletely run by the Public Service 
Company. 
Crombie said the total cost of 
the pow~r for the Jighting will be 
around $1,500, or the same as it 
was before, with the 13 lights. 
"Cooperation from the Public 
Service Company on the project 
has been excellent " Crombie 
said. PSC helped design the new 
system along with Joseph Mur-
doch, an electrical engineering 
professor at UNH, and Robert 
Wyle, an engineering consultant 
for Sylvania Testing Laborator-
ies. 
The wires for the new lighting 
system, together with all tele-
phone cables in the downtown 
area, have been moved under-
ground. The old poles and over-
head wires are due to be torn 
town during the next three w~eks, 
Town Project page 4 
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WSBE students face 
'long range problem' 
By Lee Hunsaker soon and bring in more teachers 
The inability of the Whittemore and then the interest drops, then 
School of Business and Econo- we got more people than we 
mies (WSBE) to accommodate all need." 
the students who pre-registered WSBE Professors George Mia-
for WSBE courses is a ''long oulis and Rusty Scheewy re-
range problem" according to signed last summer, leaving two 
Associate Dean of WSBE Steven openings to be filled in the mar-
Fink. keting department, according to 
Two weeks ago Fink said the Fink. 
problem was an "initial panjc Fink said one graduate student 
period. Things should calm down was ''put in immediately" to han-
by the first week of classes," die some courses, but the search 
he had said. for more teachers is still going 
Although he has no specific on. 
numbers, Fink said, "There is a "The immediate problem," 
tremendously greater demand said Fink, "is that because of the 
for WSBE courses than there is demand students come in and ask 
room.'' us to expand the size of the 
Michael Dow, a senior Business course and after we do others 
Administration major was sche- come in and complain that the 
duled for one of the two WSBE cla,:,,:,e,:, are tou lJl~. 
electives he pre-registered for. "I don't know if we can solve 
"I had one course that I · this problem right off," he said. 
couldn't get," said Dow. "That Dow said he heard from one 
was Computer 426, which is a professor that the main problem 
really good course that helps a was money. "The money for the 
lot in looking for jobs. I ended other schools is there,'' said Dow, 
up taking law instead.'' ''b_ut _tb~_students aren't. Here 
Fink said the marketing de- in WSBE, we've got the students, 
partment has gotten the "go . but not the money." 
ahead" to expand for next year Fink agreed that money is a 
to compensate for the high de- problem but said he didn't think 
mand. He said he does not know that any other school was getting 
what changes will be made. • special favors over WSBE. 
"We weren't sure if this would "I think the real problem," 
be a long range thing or not," said Fink, "is that there are 
said Fink. "If we go ahead too students who are not in WSBE 
Mike Dow 
who want certain courses to en-
hance their job possibilities." 
Fink said some course are 
more popular than others · be-
cause of the professors teaching 
them. These courses are over-
loaded, he said. 
"Russ Haley teaches two sec-
tions of Advancement and Pro-
motion,'' said F'ink. ''The normal 
size for the course is supposed 
to be 50 but Russ will take on 
60." 
"The computer has priorities 
set in it to let in graduate stu-
dents first," Fink said, "and so 
some seniors get dropped. Cer-
tainly mista~es are made but we 
WSBE, page 13 
Southwick sees both sides 
By Elizabeth Grimm 
A man I know wakes up in the 
morning and often first looks- ·m 
his mirro·r:-"Oh; rio/' ·he some--
times says. "This is going to be 
an ugly day." Other days he is 
more satisfied. "This is a hand-
some one," he laughs. 
For Wade Southwick, UNH '71, 
the decision is a little different. 
"For me, if I want to feel han-
some, I can," he explains. "And 
if I want to be pretty, I can. I 
want to be able to have the chang-
ing_ identities." Southwick is a 
transvestite. 
Not to be confused with tran-
sexualism, a transvestite, or 
cross-dresser, is a person 
(almost always male) who enjoys 
wearing clothing of the opposite 
sex. 
The tall, big-boned 35 year-old 
looks like any male who walks 
down Main St., USA, in jeans and 
. a pullover sweater, except for 
one thing. His fingernails are half 
an inch long and neatly 
manicured. 
Southwick works part-time at a 
trailer camp in North Hampton, 
owned by his family, for seven 
months of the year. 
In the winter he is a ski instruc-
tor at Waterville Valley ski area. 
During his seven on-and-off again 
years at UNH, Southwick was an 
active member of the outing club 
and president of the ski team for 
three years. 
Sitting in the human sexuality 
center at Hood House, Southwick 
is quick to explain the important 
difference between the terms 
'sex' and 'gender.' 
"Sex is our biological make-up, 
our basic drives before man rein-
terprets them. And gender -
that's all the elaboration upon 
these drives. If a person is called 
a 'feminine person,' we don't 
know the gender of that person." 
Last March first, Southwich 
held a workshop during the after-
noon of "sexuality day," held at 
the Memorial Union Building by 
the Human Sexuality Center. 
Twenty-five people packed his 
workshop and kept him talking 
overtime for two hours. South-
wick will hold anotber workshop 
during this spring's "sexuality 
day" but also is available to talk 
with people through Health 
Educator Anne DuBois at Hood 
House. 
"A lot of people are in the closet 
in their heads," says Southwick. 
"They feel guilty and are afraid 
they'll be caught and they want to 
talk about these feelings. 
"Many wives and girlfriends of 
transvestites have difficulty deal-
ing with it and want to talk about 
this. I tell them that it shouldn't 
be a threat. We're headed for a 
uni-genderal society without the 
absolute dictates of masculinity 
and femininity." 
Southwick spends much of his 
time in Boston working with a 
group of people developing a 
program on gender phenomena. 
They are developing a hotline 
service, rap sessions, social pro-
gram, and an information 
distribution center and educa~ 
tional program. 
"There's lots of mis-
information on the subject," he 
~ says. "Some people think that it 
is a sickness or that there are 
definite reasons •_· for trans-
vestitism . There isn't any one 
reason." 
As a young child, Southwick 
Wade Southwick 
says he perceived his family to be 
basically an unloving one. "I al-
ways wanted to be held. When I 
was younger it seemed that it was 
easier to be loved if you were a 
girl. 
''When I was four or five I 
started playing dress-up with my 
sister and she used to treat me 
like a little sister. Then when I 
was nine years old I put on a hula 
skirt for my Webelos badge in 
Cub Scouts and a mother called 
me pretty. I was embarrassed 
but I enjoyed feeling pretty.'' 
Southwick says he had no 
qualms about cross-dressing un-
til he was discovered. "I never 
had any identity problems. Be-· 
fore I was caught it never dawned 
on me. But at fourteen I got whip-
ped by a non-understanding par-
ent. And also I had outgrown my 
source of clothes from my sister. 
So I said. 'to hell with it' for a 
number of years and transferred 
those feelings to nature and art." 
He adds that he used to 
"sneak" every now and then until 
-a couple of years ago. "Ther_e 
were a lot of things I considered 
good that I had been repressing. 
Like compassion, for example. 
You shouldn't feel like you should 
prove yourself and try to be mas-
culine. I have no desire to pro\'.t'e 
myself to be one of the guys. I'm 
not one of the guys--I'm myself 
and I know me. I've come to like 
myself." 
A few years ago Southwick fell 
in love with a woman who was 
a major turning point in his life. 
She helped him acknowledge his 
transvestitism and feel positively 
enough about himself to "come 
out of the closet." They were en-
gaged to marry, but she died of 
leukemia last November. 
The majority of transvestites 
are heterosexual. Southwick says 
he has always been envious of the 
female experience but enjoys and 
prefers the male experience. "I'd 
choose to be male. I'm envious of 
the female because I can't ex-
perience it. But as a male, that 
which is pleasurable for fem ales 
I can enjoy without endangering 
my masculinity.'' 
He shifts his hulking frame in 
the chair and continues. "If a per-
son wants to appreciate a flower, 
to incorporate Eastern philo-
sophy, it is not enough to see it. 
You must be it. If you want to 
appreciate the female experience 
and understand it, then this is 
how. 
"I wantect to know wny a 
woman cries at the movies. A 
woman can put on a neglie~e anc1 
that is a very sensual expe~1ence; 
she is • · ·· heightening her own 
sensuality. A woman can take 
bubble. baths. If you are a 
woman, you experience these 
feelings all the time and take it 
for granted that you are allowed 
to experience these sensual sides. 
PAGE THREE 
UNH dormitory RAs 
will lose master keys 
By Philippa Benson "We need the keys for fire and 
Dormitory master keys will be medical emergencies. We don't 
taken from resident assistants have the masters just to open 
(RAs) on October first. according doors for students who have 
to David Bianco, Director of Re- locked themselves ,out," she said. 
sidential Life. Lt. James Breslin of the UNH-
Bianco said the keys are being Durham Fire department said 
taken for "security reasons. "we know µothing about any key 
"On campus theft has been in- changes." 
creasing over the past two Bianco said, "I .realize the in-
years ·,-. said Bianco. He said one! convenience of the removal of RA 
inaster key was stolen over the master keys, but students should 
summer and another was lost. not rely on RAs to let them into 
Several dorm rooms have be_en their rooms. It is in the best 
ransacked since then, Bianco interest for everyone if we get 
said. better control over the master 
Kathy Walsh, an RA in Hitch- key problem." 
~ock Hall has begun a movement Charles Brophy, an RA in 
to protest the change. Alexander Hall, said, "Most RAs 
"l've contactect thirteen want a master key. We (the RAs 
dorms "said Walsh "All the R.As ;n Alo'<'.!lndgr) !lre dofinitoly AO-
have agreed to write letters of ' ing to send a letter of protest 
protest to Bianco and to circulate to Bianco." 
p~titions against the ruling in Janet Prince, an RA in Stoke 
their dorms." said, "I'm not going to sign any 
Bianco said "RAs are not re- petition. If they want to take 
quired to open doors for students. away our master keys, that's 
A master key will still be left their business." 
with the RA on duty, the head Head residents of Williamson, 
resident. and the custodian of !Hitchcock and the Mini-dorms 
each dorm.'' . had no comment on the issue. 
The one key allotted to RAs According to Walsh, many of 
will rotate with the RA on duty. . the dorms have asked Bianco to 
"I'm definitely against the come to their staff meetings this 
removal of RA keys," said Mari- week. "We should understand 
anna Accomande, RA on the thirc- more about the situation then," 
floor of Hitchcock Hall. said Walsh. 
Wade Southwick 
"As a male I consider myself 
extremely lucky to use this 
human capacity for sensuality · 
that most men get beat out of 
them. Males are no less sensitive 
- they are just reconditioned. 
"Transvestites don't have to 
put up with masculine pressures. 
There is no better relaxation on 
earth than becoming a different 
person. A lot of males would have 
a hard time coping with life if 
they couldn't do that. 
"And Flip 'Geraldine' Wilson, 
Jack Lemmon, Tony Curtis, Jack 
Benny and Ray Bolger are all 
having fun when they imper-
sonate females. Pretending is a 
turn-on. There is nothing wrong 
with actjng out fantasies; it's just 
play-acting. It's the other people 
who bring something to it." 
Southwick feels that it is 
feminine to look good and feel 
good. I glance down at my cor-
duroys and sweatshirt, which I 
am wearing solely for comfort. 
He catches my eye. "Ugh ... " I 
begin to hesitate. "About what 
I'm wearing, Wade, and what you 
are wearing there," I say as · I 
point to the photograph on the 
table beside him that is 
reproduced for this paper. 
"Um, well, Wade, I don't really 
know how to say this, but I never 
dress that glamorously. And to 
tell you the truth, no offense or 
anything, but, uh, that dress -
isn't it sort of out of style?" 




By Dana Jennings 
UNH graduate students voted 
to form a central graduate stu-
dent organization to be called the 
Graduate Student Association 
(GSA) on September 12. 
Only 178 of UNH's 1000 
graduate students voted. The 
vote was 173 to 5 in favor of form-
ing the GSA. "The primary aim 
of the GSA is representation of 
the graduate students and their 
needs," said Bernard Gauci, 
acting executive secretary of the 
GSA. 
Gauci said, "Our aim isn't to 
interfere with the undergraduate 
student government.'' -
According to Ray Chagnon, 
acting president of the GSA, the 
group would like to: 
--start a graduate student legal 
aid program. 
--have a graduate student hand-
book. There are now only two 
pages devoted to graduate stu-
dents in the student handbook. 
--work closely with the resident 
government in Babcock Hall 
where 180 graduate students live. 
--deal directly with issues that 
involve graduate students such 
as parking (over 800 graduate 
students commute to school.) 
--set up a lecture series for 
graduate students in resume 
writing and interview taking. 
--expand the graduate student 
newsletter. 
The GSA will consist of a pres-
jdent, an executive secretary and 
an executive committee that will 
consist of representatives elected 
to the Graduate Council that 
deals with graduate school 
academic affairs. 
The president and executive 
secretary have not yet been 
elected. The three Gradnate 
Council repi'esentatives are 
Marie Baehr,, Bernard Gauci and 
Jerry Ginocchio. 
One of the GSA 's first problems 
will be raising money. Acting 
GSA Pr~sident _ Ray , Chagnon 
said, "We don't have a budget 
yet. We have to raise money. Our 
budget will determine the scope 
of our activities.'' 
GSA, page 14 
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Sit do,vn, relax, and 
enjoy the NEW 
PINA COLADA at Weeks 
Weeks 
61 . Washington Street 
Portsmouth, N.H. 
436-803.4 
Tues. 27-Charlie Jennison (jazz) 
-Thurs. 2£>--Booth & Whyteplus Gifford (folk) 
We're healthy, homey, and historic. Come by--
there's always a tasty special, a fresh dessert, 
and often there's music. 
Follow ·signs {or Portsmouth business district. 
-After passing the.fourth set of light turn left on to 
State Street. Continue through two more lights 
and then take your next right. Two blocks and 
you're there! 
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DurhaID renovations near coIDpleti~n 
Town Project 
continued from page 2 
according to Crombie. 
Landscaping additions include 
the planting of trees along Main 
Street in the shopping district and 
around th~ publi_c parking areas 
D~iff the Post Office. Shrubs and 
grass have been planted on the 
traffic islands near the town cen-
ter, one in front of the Tin Palace, 
one at the intersection of Mill 
Road and Main St., and one in 
front of thf' Post Offi<·<> 
Brick walks and benches 
were added to the island nearest 
the Tin Palace, and a new en-
trance of bricks and railroad ties 
has been added to the Care Phar-
macv. 
The current dQwufown beauti·fi-
, ication program stems from a 
project, begun four years ago, 
that resulted in the one-way road 
system going northeast on Main , Durham. . 
St. from the Tin Palace to the I Now that the work is nearing 
Post Office, turning west on Mad- completion, Crombie said he is 
bury Road, and then to south on concerned over the increased 
Pettee Brook Lane to complete amount of litter in the downtown 
the circular route. area and vandalism to -the land-
The new traffic system was ex- scaped areas since students be-
perimental then, said Crombie, gan returning from summer va-
but it proved to be "much better" cation. 
than the old two-way system. Beer bottles and paper are a 
Crombie said the program will . common sight along the down-
add a degree of permanence- to town streets, according to Crom-
the original one-way scheme. bie. He said some stakes sur-
Nick Karabelas, owner and rounding the new grass on the 
landlord of many of Durham's landscaped islands have been 
shop buildings including the Keg torn up. 
Room and Care Pharmacy. did The work was done. Crombie 
most of the planning of the pro- said. to make the downtown area 
ject along with Crombie. ··safer. more usable. and more 
All of the work except the land- enjoyable to residents of Durham 
scaping was done by various con- and UNH and we are very upset 
tracting companies . The land- · with the litter and vandalism in 
scaping was done by the town of the area ." 
DANCING ACADEMIC 
RESEARCH every Fri. & Sat. at the 
CAPE NEDDICK 
INN 
Rhythm & Blues 
50's Rock 'n' Roll By 
BEN BALDWIN & THE BIG NOTE 
ALL SUBJECTS 
Fast, professional, and proven 
quality. Choose from our library of 
7,000 topics. Send $1 .00 for the 
current edition of our 220 page 
niail order catalog. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE 
11322 ID.AHO AVE., No. 206-E 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
I Please rush my catalog. E I 
I Enclosed is $1. I 
From the Portsmouth Circle l Name -------- I 
go95NtoYork I Address ________ I 
I City _________ I 
25 
. d . Rt. 1 N to Cape Neddick Inn I State ___ Zip ____ I 
tliii1iiiiiiima
1
11"•· •r•iv.e._ ... _.._liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiliiiii-r,I -l..:------------~-1-. 
IS BACK 
Proposals under discussion include: 
students tenant union 
Off-Campus Housing Advisory Board 
Cooperative housing 
Parking & Traffic policy 
Sur~ival Library for Commuter Students 
Organizational meeting Wed., Sept. 28 4:00 p.m. 
in Grafton Room (317) top floor of MUB 
All Commuter Students are welcome 
For further information contact 
Student Government Room 129 MUB 
-, 
SEPT. 29 & 30. OCT. 1 & 2 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
STUDENT SPECIAL: THURSDAV & FRID V 
$1.00 Admission with I.D. 
Gener -.JI Adrr1iss1on $250 • Childi c>r 12 -lnc: Under F•·-· 
. . . 
(Seniors 110c $2500 ;._,,er Bus Lo _ic; in,JISL1 if & h_u,. 
• Champion Vegetable Exhibits • 4 Day Horse Show 
• Livestock Copetition • 4-H Dog Showe Flower Show 
· Band and Country Rock Concerts ''Firewater Creek'' 
Saturday Evening 7 p.m. 
e Miss Deerfield Fair Pageant ;.~CON; ORO , Pa.,s .. au rn,).,,,c. 
e Woodsman Contest r \ / 
• Horse and Cattle Pulling ·~• -:-. 
• Magic and Stage Shows _ ~ 
• Arts and Crafts Exhibits ., 
e 4-H and FF A Exhibits 
- ~ 10 .· 
New England's Oldest Family Fair _ 
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Ginkgo fans guess the date, hopefully 
Ginkgo Fans 
continued from page 1 
is at work to spread the word, to 
make the tree behind Lord Hall 
the object of adulation to teeming 
thousands. 
"We want to make the fall 
awakening of the Ginkgo tree a 
campus celebration," says 
Hicks, "something that will 
become a tradition at UNH." 
Sometime this week, tickets for 
the Ginkgo raffle will go on sale. · 
Tickets will sell for 25 or 50 cents. 
The preliminary winners will be 
those who guess within six hours 
of the moment the leaves will fall. 
Winners of the preliminary raf-
fle will be guests of honor at the 
Ginkgo Party. The party will be 
the culmination of Ginkgo Week, 
a week of celebration following 
the Falling of the Leaves. The 
celebrations, says Hick,s, "will be 
bigger than St. Patrick's Day." 
The names of the winner will be 
placed in a sacred vessel at the 
party, and the name of the final 
winner will be drawn by the 
Ginkgo Queen. The suggested 
prize is dinner for two at a 
Chinese restaurant. :. 
The coveted position of Ginkgo 
Queen is still open. According to 
1\llcAleny, who will handle the 
applications, HerMajesty will be 
chosen on the basis of a 25 word 
or less essay entitled "Why I 
Want to be the Ginkgo Queen." 
Pretenders to the throne should 
possess a "truly outrageous per-
sonality," says Hicks, Entry 
blanks for the position will be 
distributed around campus later 
this week. 
The group also plans to invent a 
Ginkgo Drink, which will contain 
"creme de menthe and a lot of 
alcohol," and will hopefully be 
sold at local bars. Kohl is at 
work on the Ginkgo Song, which 
the group desire~ to have aired on 
WUNHradio. 
Perhaps a Ginkgo Poem is in 
order too. 
Oh hail the noble Ginkgo tree 
It stands above us all 
It sheds its leafy dignity, 
(Briefly) in the fall -
Then again, perhaps not. · 
Unification Church requests MUB room 
Unification Church 
Continued from page 1 
wuuld be afflllate<l With tne 
Church. "No · students have ap-
proached me and they have not 
formally applied to become a stu-
dent organization," Onore said. 
Wheeler was not available for 
comment. 
Sanborn said he will accept the 
·proposal "if there is not a reason-
able indication that the Unifica-
tion Church holds beliefs that are 
contrary to the educational 
process. 
"That is what I am now trying 
to determine,'' he said. 
"There is some indication that 
there are some opposing -view-
points in terms of the mission of 
the Unification Church as it re-
lates to the constitution of the 
United States," Sanborn said. "In 
this legalistic age," said San-
born, "there is always a chance" 
that the Unification Church 
would file a lawsuit against the 
Universjty if their request to use 
the MUB is denied. 
Student B9dy President Jim 
O'Neill said he thinks the request 
should be approved. ,.,,,, 
"I have a lot of reservations 
at>out lt, .. ne sa1ct, ··nut you've got 
to give people their right to 
assemble." 
"They have got rights," said 
O'Neill. "But I think they should 
be monitored.'' 
"I can't divorce myself from 
the controversy that surrounded 
CARP.'' said Sanborn. 
The Collegiate Association for 
the Resea-rch of Principles 
(CARP), a Unification Church 
affiliate, was a student organiza-
tion at UNH during the 1974-75 
academic year. 
CARP's films and workshops at 
UNH were the center of a contro-
versy in which charges of brain-
washing, harassment, and kid-
napping were levied against 
CARP and the Unification 
Church. 
An investigation by The New 
Hampshire revealed that UNH 
students were dropping out of 
school to join the church. 
"An organization that 
promotes the kind of behavior 
that leads people to withdraw 
from school enters into my 
decision," Sanborn said ' 
''The.difference now,'' Sanborn 
said, "is that the Unification 
Church is coming to us as an off-
cam pus group.'' 
Sanborn said Wheeler told him 
the Unification Church wants to 
change the negative attitudes 
about the Church at UNH that re-
sulted from the controversy three 
years ago. 
"He said they want to educate 
people about the Unification 
Church and counteract the at-
titudes that are prevalent now," 
Sanborn said. 
Sanborn said he is "evaluating 
the information I have on this 
organization" and that he will 
make a decision on the request by 
next week. 
"The request follows the nor-
mal University procedure on off-
campus groups," said Sanborn. 
He said the request "requires 
the approval of the Vice Provost 
for Student Affairs." -
If the request is accepted the 
group will have to pay a $30 half-
day rental fee, Sanborn said. 
2 big, juicy Whoppers ® 
price. A taste treat 
I cold Coke~ 
at a get acquainted 











































I 2 Whoppers® 
I forSI 
c.
~~~- Offer good with this 
~ coupon only in New Hampshire 
c:::"- thru October 16, 1977. 
&:6666 
✓ <1 ""'r f" , f" •.; ', ,, ! ) · pr, I " ,1..,.. , __________________ ,-, ------ -- ----- -----------1 
\ MIii Road - Burnam 
PAGE FIVE 
campus calendar 
I . TUESDAY, September 27 
I 
DURHAM REP CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Welcome to 
Wildcat Coun'i :•,' Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 
10 a. m.-3 p . m. Through Thursday, September 29. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: Films and discussion: "The 
Odyssey: The Structure," and "The Odyssey: The Central 
Themes." Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a .m.-
12:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Bowdoin, Field House courts, 3:30 
p.m. 
MUSO PRESENTS: Hypnotism at its best. Lecturer and per-
former, Edwin L. Baron. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 
8p.m. 
MOVIE: "Americans on Everest.'' Sponsored by the New 
Hampshire Outing Club. Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial 
_ Union, 7:30 p.m. Free admission for members. Non-
members 50 cents. 
MUB_PUB: Film, "Rebel Without a Cause," 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDA V. SQptombor 28 
MUB PUB: Jeff Dawson,_ 8 p. m. 
SIDORE LECTURE: Bella Abzug. CANCELLED. 
THURSDAY, September 29 
MEN'S SOCCER: Gordon College, Lewis Field, 3 p.m. 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "The Sting, " starring Paul Newman 
and Robert Redford. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, ·7 
and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film pass. 
FACULTY RECITAL: James West, trumpet, with Ruth 
Edwards, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Bill Hamel, D.J., 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, September 30 
MEN'S TENNIS: Connecticut, Field House courts, "l p.m. 
MUB PUB: Charles Green Group, Rock & Roll, 8 p.m . 
Thi:: NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distribut t'd semi-\H'ekl_\-· throughout tlw 
academic year. Otu- ollict'S are localed in the M(•morial Union Building . J>,u-ham . '.\I .JI. 
o:ll\2.t . Phone 862-112.t or 862- 14HO. Ymrly subscripti on $!1.00 . S('eond cla ss poslag(' p,wl 






·10-3 MUB LOBB 
A deposit of $3.00 
is all that is required 
Balance not due until 
rings are delivered 
(6-8 weeks) 
SPONSORED BY 
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY 
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• notices 
GENERAL 
HUDDLESTON DINING HALL will again offer to the 
student community the popular dining area at Harry 's 
l{ib Room. beginning Frida.v . September :30, and every 
Friday thereafter. Enjoy prime ribs of beef. baked pota -
toes. salad. apple pie. and free entertainment. Custom-
ers may bring their own wine. Reservations will be 
taken l\ionday through Thursday until 4::30 p.m. The cost 
to students with a 13 or 19 meal ticket is $1. All others 
$-1.50. Complimentary meals will be provided to enter-
tainers. For more information. stop qy Huddleston Hall. 
RAP ·GROUP ON SEXUALITY : Sponsored by the 
Human Sexualitv Center. Rapping on male/female rela-
tions. communications, intimacy, jealousy. etc. Sign up 
with .Jean Carlson. 2-2090, or Anne Dubois. 2-1987. Day 
and date to be arranged. 
DUl{HAI\I CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN RED 
CROSS: Advanced First-Aid and Emergency Care Class 
Wednesday. September 28. Pettee Hall, Room 104. 7 
p.m. Contact Bill Cote at 868-7599 for more information. 
CAREER 
CA HEER PLANNINC DROP-IN: Informal sessions.,., 
"·here underclassmen and graduating students can 
shart• post-graduation concerns. Career Planning and 
Placement. 2o:3 Huddleston, Thursday. September 29, at 
1;::lop.m · 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
THE UNI-I STUDENT PRESS will accept proposals for 
Special Project publications now through October 1. Any 
groups interested in applying for funding must submit a 
written proposal describing the focus and intended con-
tent of their publication. Selection of1he two Fall special 
projects will be made by the second week in October. 
For more information. contact Student Press in room 
L"i:l. l\1emorial Union. 
ACADEMIC 
PHYSICS LIBRARY. 2098 Demeritt Hall. new hours: 
Monday through Thursday 8-10 p.m.: 1',riday. 8-4: :30 
p.m.: Sunday. 2-10 p.m .: closed Saturday. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY COMPUTEH COURSE: One-
hour sessions lo introduce new students and faculty to 
the use of the University's computer. Please pre-regis-
ter with. and obtain a computer number <PPN l from the 
Computer Services secretary in Kingsbury Mlll (862-
2:12:Jl . Course meets Wednesda)'. SeptPmber 28 and Fri-
day. September 30 at Dimond Library, Floor B. RoQm 
1:l, from 10-12 noon . 
PRE-LAW COMMITTEE MEETING: For Students in-
terested in law ·s-chool. Thursday, September 29. Horton 
Social Science Center, Room 210, 1-2 p.m . 
STRING PLAYERS: A Training Orchestra meets Tues-
day evenings from 7-8 p.m. in the Bratton Room, Paul 
Creative Arts Center. !t 's open to anyone who would like 
to improve string playing and/or would like to play with 
others. H mterested, contact Mary Rasmussen, M-:::u4, 
PCAC 
HOTEL CLUB: Ornanizational meeting, Tuesday, Sep-
tember 27, McConnell, Room :no, 6:30 p.m. Freshmen 
and transfer siudenLs weleume. ·as .velh1s upperclass-
men. 
TESSERACT l!NH SCTFN.r.P. . FI('TJ0l\T SO(;JETY: 
Elections and general meeting. Tuesday, September· 
27. Hanover Room. Memorial Union. at 8:30 p.m-. 
AEGIS: The deadline for the fall issue is Friday, Octo-
ber 21. Please submit your fiction. poetry. whatever, to 
Student Press. Room 153. Memorial Union. 
BAHAI CLUB: Organizational meeting, Friday Septem-
ber '.10. at 22 Parkcourt Apt. No. 37, Durham, 7:30 p.m. 
All Welcome. 
UNH 4-H COLLEGIATE: Business meeting to discuss 
mini-weekend wirn Manie 4-H Collegiate. money-rais~ 
ing, and riding for Handicapped. Tuesday, September 
27. Fairchild (downstairs lounge). 6:30 p.m. 
HORSEMEN'S CLUB MEETING: Wednesday, Septem-
ber 20, H:<.-ndall Hall ::J02. 7 .30 p.rn....flcf, c"luncnL:, will l,c 
served. 
ALPHA ZETA: Organizational meeting to discuss up-
coming ~vents. Tuesday. September 27. Carroll Room. 
Memorial Union. 7 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION 
MEETING: All foreign and American students are wel-
come to attend. Sunday, October 2. International House. 
8p.m. 
ANGEL FI.IGHT: A National SPrvice Org-aniz<1tion. 
Meeting, Wednesday, September 28, Room 320, Memor-
ial Union. 8 p.m. Come join us anc,I imd out how you can 
help others. 
SENIOR KEY: Important meeting . .Thursday. Septem-
ber 29, Carroll-Belknap Room. Memorial Union. 6 p.m . 
Please make every effort to attend. 
DEBA'rE TEAM:.Meeting of org,i'nization ·and strategy. 
Open to members of the team apd any interested sfo-
den·ts. Tuesday, September 27. Grafton Room. Memor-
ial Union. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
S.A.N.E .. Society Against Nuclear Energy, will hold 
weekly meetings Tuesday nights at 7:30 p.m. Room 320. 
Memorial Union. 
THOMPSON SCHOOL 
TROPICAL PLANT AGRICULTURE IN BELIZE: 
Presentation by Fred Dodd of International Zoological 
Expeditions. A 2-credit intercession learning experience 
in Belize is being offered by the Applied Plant Science 
Curriculum. All are welcome to attend. Thursday, Sep-
tember 29, Room 4, Putnam Hall, 3: 10 p.m. 
CLUB SPORTS 
FRISBEE CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday, September 28. 
Senate Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m. 
RUGBY CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, September 27, Room 
39,-Fieid House, at 7 p.m. Practice following meeting. 
THE BEST PRIME RIB EVER 
QUALITY STEAKS & SEAFOOD 
Lunch and Dinner Daily 
Tavern Open Till Legal Closing ... 
Banquet facilit ies available . 
Master Charge · American Express 
16 Third Street Dover,N.H. 











$249 round trip 
charter (2 weeks) from Boston ... $249 
standb from N.Y . ... 246 
Jan. 10-17 
Includes: round trip airfare, 
transfers, hotel 7 nights, 
rum swizzle party, free 





Moscow & Leningrad from Roston , California ... $291 
complete all i~culsive pkg. Includes: Phe?n~x & Tucson ... $265 
Air fare, hotel, 3 meals daily, trans- Unlimited Travel 
fers. Sightseeing, theatre & more... '>n Allegheny ... $145 
_ Eastern ... $299 
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL -e 35 Main St., Durham 
868-5970 
Across from Post Office 
RAQUET SPORTS SPECIAL 





STAR WARS T-SHIRTS $3.95 
4E > 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 
256 CENTRAL AVE. DOVER, N.H. 
PHONE 742-8616 
SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP~ 
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66 ca1npus buildings affected 
· Fire ~larm systems are renovated 
Fine French 
Cuisine 
By Gary Langer 
An $800,000 project to replace 
or upgrade the fire alarm sys-
tems .in 66 campus buildings 
will be completed by February, 
according to Paul Careno, elec-
tronics alarms manager for 
Physical Plant Operations and 
Maintenance (PPO&M). 
Lt. Donald Bliss of the UNH/ 
Durham Fire Department said 
33 of the · buildings are having 
new systems installed. The other 
33 systems are being upgraded. 
Bliss said one of the upgraded 
systems, in Parsons Hall, had to 
be shut down last April so the 
work could be done . .The Parsons 
system which Bliss said received 
· a "priori_ty" rating, was schecl-
uled to be'working by the second 
week of September. Careno said 
some parts for the job have been 
delayed in getting to the contrac~ 
tor, Bick-Com Electrical Con-
tractors of East Boston, Mass. 
Bliss said the fire alarm 
systems at Parsons and the 20 
other "priority" rated buildings 
will be working "within a 
month." 
Academic buildings and those 
with a high hazard or absolutely 
no system" have been given pri-
ority, according to Bliss. 
Bliss said there are no dorm-
. itories without a working system. 
Careno said the construction, 
which started last January, "will 
bring all the buildings on campus 




Choose from our library of 7,000 topics. 
All papers have been prepared by our 
staff of professional writers to insure 
excellence. Send $1.00 (air mail 
postage) for the current edition of our 
mail order catalog. · 
r EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS . 
P.O. Box 25916-E, 




Name _________ I 
We also provide original Address--------- I 
. "The situation was illegal," 
said Careno. He said "all build-
ings must have a manual fire 
alarm system" under the Na-
tional Fire Protection Associa-
tion Life Safety Code. 
C.L. Grant, chairman of the 
Chemistry Department, said he 
is "concerned" about the lack 
of a fire alarm system in 
Parsons Hall. · 
"It is typical of a chemistry 
building that there are materials 
being used that are flammable," 
he said . 
"A system that was taken out 
(such as Parsons) wasn't really 
a system," said Vincent Todd, 
University System director of 
Physical Plant. "Something 
could be wrong with it and 
we wouldn't know it." 
"There can be no question 
at all that we are anxious to 
have the system ope_rating," said 
(i:rant. He said all laboratories 
in Parsons Hall are equ-ipped 
· with fire extinguishers. 
Grant said he "cannot recall" 
any major fires in Parsons Hall 
in past years. 
"I can't pull a string and have 
parts appear," said Todd. "The · 
deadline or date of completion 
is somewhat flexible." 
Todd said the number orbuild-
ings on campus now without 
fire alarm systems "doesn't 
mean a damn thing to me. 
We cion't. deal -with numbers, 
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~y <SEIJAfiO 
For Guys & Gals 
AT 
Body & Sole 
42 Main St·. 
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Thesis and dissertation I 
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• M.I.A. CLOGS 
• FAMOLARE 
~e KRONE ~CLOG 
:• SCHOLL 
SA VE ON flRST QUALITY LEATHER WESTERN ZIP UP BOOTS, 
WESTERN LACE UP BOOTS WITH CREPE SOLE, FASHION BOOTS. 
SUP INTO COMFORT .. .IN SANDALS, PLAY SHOES, FLA TS, 






4.5 cu . ft . 
MODEL UR-52-D 
Across-top evaporator and freezer ( 12 degrees) 




Magnetic door gasket 
Adjustable thermostat 
Hermetically sealed compressor 
Coppertone, side with Walnut top and front 
115 volts, AC. 
Size: UR-52-D 34½" high by 18½" wide by 20½" deep. 
Shpg. Wt. 75 lbs. 
Retail: $189.95 with U._N.H. I.D.: Only $160.00 
Cash and Carry 
GOULET APPLIANCE CENTER 
381 ELM ST. MANCHESTER. N. H. 03101 
RETAIL APPLIANCE DIVISION OF 
GOULET SUPPLY CO .' INC. 
Call Bob Slavin at 603-669-2170 
. 669~328 
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editorial 
No room for new lows 
. . 
Today has the potential of being a very big 
day in New Hampshire politics. Today, the full 
New Hampshire legislature comes back into ses-
sion to debate the budget situation. 
Some observers, like Rep. Leo Lessard (D-
Dover), feel the state is not going to have a 
budget for the rest of the year. The current con-
tinuing resolution expires on October 20. Any in-
action on the parts of the legislators tomorrow 
will mean trouble for the state, financially. 
Rep. Eugene Daniell (D-Franklin) has charged 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson with interfering with the 
House Appropriations Committee. The committee 
has been meeting to discuss the budget situation. 
Daniell claims Thomson ordered all public em-
ployees not to testify before the Appropriations 
Committee unless they were summonsed. 
around China, but his return should spark some 
action. 
The real problem can be solved if the legisla-
tors decide to get down to business. Thomson: 
must stop his interference and let the committees 
do their jobs. Jacobson should stop blaming the 
House and start coming up with workable ideas 
for the new, full legislative meeting. And Roberts 
should get back into this country where he belongs 
to the problems that need his attention tne most. 
If the current continuing budget resolution ex-
pires, there will have to be a new one submitted. 
That means the state must continue f~r the rest 
of this year at last year's spendin'g levels . . 
By doing this, Thomson allegedly has kept 
important information from reaching the commit-
tee members. Daniell claims this practice of 
keeping public employees from testifying is illegal.· Something must come from this new congrega-
tion of the legislature. If it doesn't, the morale 
of state employees and- the fin.ancial situation 
facing most public agencies and institutions will 
That situation is not acceptable. 
Senate President Alf Jacobson (R-New London) 
has said that his fellow senators cannot act on a 
budget until the House of Represel}tatives decides 
~ hit new lows. on a plan. · The situation has been brought up on numerous 
occasions, but it bears repeating--New Hampshire 
needs a budget, now. 
House Speaker George Roberts (R-Gilmanton 
Iron Works) hasn't helved matters bv travelling 
Thomson and the legislature had better ·realize 
there isn't much room for any new lows. 
letters 
SCOPE 
To the Editor : 
SCOPE, the Student Committee On 
Popular Entertainment, wishes to an-
nounce that there will be a general 
meeting this Wednesday, Sept. 28. in 
the Commuter Lc1nge at 7::30 p.m. 
The purpose of this meeting will be to 
discuss the up coming Nils Lofgren 
Concert to be held October 9, 1977. All 
students interested in helping are in-
vited to attend. 
See you all Wednesday. 
SCOPE Executive Committee 
SANE 
To the Editor: 
In The New Hqmpshir-e issue. 
Sept. 16. some misinformation was 
given in an article titled, " 'Clams· 
cont111ue antinuke fight ... It state.:; that 
the Clamshell Alliance has. and is 
sponsoring a film at UNH called. "The 
Last Resort. .. This is incorrect. The or-
ganization sporisoring this film and 
other anti-nuclear-energy educational 
activities is the Society Against Nu-
clear Energy t SANE i . a Clamshell 
Alliance affiliate . but not the Clam it -
sel f. 
Now that we·ve got !hat clear we 
would like to invite the Durham com -
munity to our weekly meetings on 
Tuesday nights at 7::!0 in the com-
muter lounge of the I\IUB at the Uni -
versity . This week . Tuesdav. we are 
having a special meeting oriented for 
those interested in finding out more 
about us and of our future c1ctivities 
and for those who would like to 1Jegi1~ 
putting forth energy toward the 
struggle 
Hope to have some of you there. It ·s 
the citizens of this country that are 
going to halt nuclear power. Look at 
how many people have wakened to the 
issue in less than a year's time. 




· William Davison of the Franklin 
Theater has shaken wha1 most Dur-
h~m residents and UNH students have 
taken for granted. The prospect of 
transforming Durham ·s only movie 
theater to either a disco club or porno 
display has many of us both surprised 
. and disappointed. 
What has been the place for involve-
ment in the sophisticated popular art 
of cinema is facing a change to funk-
and-bump and more beer and more 
smoke and more mental non-involve-
ment. 
Mr. Davison is a businessman. He 
is. admittedly, responding to an appar-
ent econ0mic demand in this commun-
ity with his proposals. In this Univer-
sitv communitv, there seems to be the 
economic pressure to ctnve out · the 
movies, and bring in more of what we 
have plenty of already. 
I guess it ·s too idealistic to think of 
a University town as one of the few 
places where a primary concern is the 
fostering of imaginative and creative 
attitudes. Creative thinking leads to 
involvement, not euphoria. I'd like to 
think there's plenty of beer :ind plas-
tic discs in Durham already. 
Mr. Davison can't be blamed. I sup-
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pose. for what he wants to do. He's 
in it for the money, and he admits to 
that honestly. What is disappointing is 
that there are still enough bucks in 
Durham labeled for beer and abandon. 
The sad part is that Mr. Davison 
will probably succeed one way or 
another. 
Bill Straub 
119 Locust St. 
Dover 
Moon 
To the Editor: . 
I just read the back issue of The 
New Hampshire that Jeff Palmer in 
hi_s letter, refers to and finds that, justi-
fied or not. the Uni11cat1on Church has 
a reputation in Durham that is some-
what less than sparkling. 
Unfortunately, trial by media has 
become increasingly the case in our 
time. I find it rather presumptuous of 
Mr. Palmer to decide that mv state-
ment to The New Hampshire was 
not the truth or that it would be wise 
not to bei1eve a word that r say. It 
does make it easier to discount the tes-
timonies of Unification r,hurch mem-
bers if you can lump them all together 
under the la-be! "brainwashed" or 
"liars ... 
I refuse to be dealt with in this man-
ner, however. and ask instead that I 
be _tr_eated as any other responsible 
111d1v1dual. regardless of my religious 
beliefs. Vague generalities and unsup-
ported accusations are easilv thrown 
abo_ut and often , unfortunate]}' . just as 
easily accepted as fact. 
I believe that Rev . Moon and the 
Unification Church are here to stav 
and that both are making extremely 
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only nere in the United States, but 
around the world. The time has come 
to put aside the accusation and innuen-
do that prevails. We've all heard about 
the Unification Church. The time has 
come to hear the Unification Church. 
Charles E. Wheeler 
Director. Unification Church 
of N£w Hampshire 
Kent State 
To the Editor: 
Seven years have gone by since the 
murders at Kent State University and 
another coat of whitewash is being 
prepared to cover the memory of the 
event. A women's gymnasium is to be 
built on the site where the murders 
took place. Concrete and steel will 
help people forget that once four stu-
dents died not only expressing their 
ideas, but defending the right of such 
expression. Only Joseph Stalin himself 
would be proud of how the officials at 
Kent State University are destroying 
memories and altering truth. 
And what would Stalin think of 
American students today? He'd find 
much to admire in them. They don't 
seem very concerned about their 
· rights as human beings. They don't 
seem to acknowledge any responsi-
' bility to anyone or anything. The fact 
that so few care about the gymnas-
ium at Kent State -University would 
satisfy Stalin very much. 
This memory shall be blotted out if 
that gymnasium is built. A governor 
who preferred votes over the saving 
of lives; a military commander who 
usurped civil authorities without legal 
sanction: a military force used to 
disperse a peaceful assembly 
gathered to petition for the redress of 
grievances; acts of murders com-
mitted by members of that military 
force when the assembly chose to de-
fend itself; myths created to hide truth 
and prevent the wheels of justice from 
lurning. 
Preserving the memorv of the mur-
ders at Kent State Uni;ersity seven 
years ago is important. People must 
remember and understand. How else 




To the Editor: 
The new memorial plaque at the 
MUB commemorates a significant 
and symbolic human sacrifice at the 
heart of a worthy struggle. Those 
students' efforts were eventually 
rewarded with a nevertheless belated 
end to the War. A large and powerful 
private interest, the so-called 
"military industrial complex," was 
shown to be a corrupt and dangerous 
force pervading American life, stifling 
dissent. 
A more localized but much more 
pernicious private interest, the Public 
Service Company of New Hampshire. 
is continuing to threaten us, in the 
form of Seabrook Station. The struggle 
to stop the plant was, ~y no means, 
over with the EPA Administrator's 
reversal of the McGlennan Decision. 
The court fight is just beginning, and 
very key hearings are still going on 
before the N.H. Public Utilities Com-
mission and the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. Any one of those 
proceedings could prove fatal for the 
Seabrook Twins. · 
Yes, there is great optimism still, as 
far as our resources can sustain inter-
vention. Unfortunately. PSC's money 
and time continue to have an 
astronomical advantage over the likes 
of the Audubon Society, SAPL and 
Clamshell Alliance. My reason for 
writing this letter is to appeal to 
students for one of the only meaningful 
sacrifices we can now make: financial 
contribution. 
Will the very real sacrifices of the 
Seabrook 1414 be wasted on this year's 
University community? I know that 
money is scarce here, as I am a part of 
this community, too. An investment in 
these groups' efforts <if they are suc-
cessful) would not only accomplish the 
ideals of those incarcerated last sum-
mer, but would save New Hampshire 
ratepayers millions, both now and into 
the distant future. 
There is no time for procrastination, 
because Public Service is now -
almost justifiable - pouring money 
into construction, a fact which will 
soon bias all proceedings in their 
favor. If we can't come through now, 
there will be no time for regrouping -
and coming back for another shot. The 
intense short-term strain on the finan-
cial offers of SAPL, for instance, could 
very conceivably prove to be the down-
tall of the. entire effort. How can we 
allow this to happen at this late hour? 
I am asking you to forego a beer or 
two, not much more. If everyone could 
give a dollar or two, we could all see 
these proceedings properly resolved. 
I hope we can come through. The 
EPA decision will be challenged in 
court on very sound grounds. The NRC, 
which has re~i:ipenect.heanngs on two 
issues, due to a minority dissent in its 
decision, will take a look at the ability 
of Public Service to compete for in-
vestment capital. That company is not 
looking towards the free marketplace 
for investment, but to its ratepayers. 
The PUC will have to determine 
whether or not they can do that. Any 
one of those three going against PSC, 
would probably cancel the nuke. 
Pass the word, and get the cash in, 
as this is the last call. 
Rob Blakeney 
UNH Student and 
State Representative 
P.S. I am not acting officially for any 
organization, just as a concerned and 
involved citizen. Send contributions to 
SAPL, 5 Market St., Portsmouth, N.H. 
Food truck 
To the Editor: 
This letter is written to make the. 
campus aware of a little scenario 
which has been taking place for a few · 
months now. Most people will consider 
it picayune in these days of "The 
Lance Affair." Seabrook, Kent State, 
and increased tuition. but one occa-
sionally has to become concerned with 
his more basic needs. The need I 
write about is that of an Area III Food 
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A tough decision 
University officials face a tough problem this 
week. They must decide whether the Unification 
Church is allowed to show the film "The Reverend 
Moon in America" in the MUB. 
The United States Constitution and University 
policy dictate the film should be shown. The past 
history of the Unification Church in Durham 
shows that disallowing the film shouW be con-
sidered. 
A campus should be open to the opinions of all. 
College students should be intelligent and analyti-
cal enough to view a film and judge it accordingly. 
But many former students at UNH and other 
colleges were also intelligent and analytical. They 
were able to make up their own minds. They did, 
and chose the Unification Church. Most regret 
doing so. 
Known as the Collegiate Association for thP RP-
search of Principles (CARP), the Unification 
Church of Rev. Sun Myung MQon assembled in 
the yellow, steepled house at the corner of Straf-
ford and Garrison Avenues. 
It was a very popular group during the 1974-75 
school year. CARP ran information tables in the 
MUB, inviting students to informal chats at the 
house. Students who enjoyed the chats were asked 
to dinner. From there, those who chose to at-
tended a weekend workshop-again, because they 
wanted to. CARP, that innocuous-sounding 
group, claimed it was low-key all the way. 
The New Hampshire began receiving many calls 
and letters from people warning that CARP was 
dangerous, that it brainwashed, kidnapped and 
harassed people. 
Pat Pirrie of 10 Strafford Ave. wrote in an April 
22, 1975 letter to the Editor, "I have experienced 
the dangers of this group through a personal ex-
perience, and it does a job on the individual's 
mind. I wish all of you could see the friend of mine 
today who has been psychologically destroyed by 
this cult." 
At the time, CARP wished to show a film in the 
' MUB. Letters like Pirrie's began arriving on Editor 
George Forcier's desk. Forcier became concerned, · 
and along with Staff Reporter' Craig Staples, he 
spent the next month gathering information on 
CARP, the Unification Church and Rev. Moon . . 
We saw Forcier and Staples work long hours 
pouring over the information. We saw Staples 
loavo for one of the "W"cckcnd "W"ork:,hop::,, ::,c1 iou:;, 
about finding out what was really going on. We 
saw Staples return, seriously concerned about 
what he experienced. 
"It was just like going to summer camp," 
he later wrote. "But there was more to this week-
end workshop than just ·games. The days were 
filled with a constant barrage of prayers, lec-
tures and discussions, all geared toward indoc-
trination to the principles of the Unification 
Church of Sun Myung Moon. And they were .all 
tied · together in an atmosphere of constant re-
gimentation and subtle persuasive control. 
"Perhaps brainwashing is too strong a term," 
Staples concluded, "but there was conditioning 
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there, and it was m,ed to prey upon people who 
couldn't defend themselves." 
We worked this summer with one who couldn't 
defend herself. She joined CARP. Two years, 
and at least four psychiatric hospitals later, she 
says she is finally getting herself together again. 
She says she cannot believe it, but. she tried to 
kill herself three times because she could not sort 
out what was going on. 
We also saw the May, 1975 CARP investigation 
in the Granite State room of the MUB, which NBC 
filmed and later aired on its "Weekend" news 
shows. We saw a Unification Church spokesman 
booed and heckled from the predominently-stu-
dent crowd. It was as close to the Salem witc 
hunts as -the 20th century will ever become, an 
the whole thing was scary. 
There is a precedent and a series of events tha 
seem to say, "Keep the Moonies out of here.' 
But will that work? People will question the dan-
ger of a film called "The Reverend Moo~ i 
America," which sounds like a harmless Unihca-
tion Church travelogue. · 
There is no danger, as long as people enter th 
room with a historical perspective. In all proba 
bility, that Moonie travelogue will try to take th 
unsuspecting for a ride. Administrators must de 
cide whether to chance that, and weigh tha 
chance against the Unification Church's rights 
They must also ask themselves if Durham need 
another witch hunt. 
Truck. 
In my years at UNH I have become 
good friends with a security officer 
n3.med Gerry . Security officers meet 
a lot of students. and he soon dis-
covered that Area III residents were in 
favor of their own version of Karl's. 
In search of the American Dream , 
he decided to satisfy their needs. 
been a hopeless battle all the way . 
Runarounds from both the town and 
school administrators have left him al-
most exactly where he started. There 
is a law which prohibits any new ven-
dors on campus ( Karl and Fritz are 
exempt because they were here before 
the law, plus a variety of other rea-
sons >. But what about Mo's Subs? Ap-
parently Mo's is run by students . and 
students aren 't covered by certain or-
dinances . So. Gerry decided he"d have 
his truck run by students. No good a-
gain . It seems someone doesn't want 
Philbrook's snack bar to have any 
--Gerry is willing to provide the ser-
vice: 
lion dollars are pay111g the salaries of 
people who have so much concern for 
our thoughts and welfare . The poiol of 
this story ? There is none- but when 
you see 
0
his truck on Main St. near 
Smith in a few weeks. buy son:iething 
from him. He's on our side. 
--there are students willing to run it 
for him : 
competition. · 
--somebody upstairs definitely does 
not want him or anyone else in Area 
III. The story goes on and on . But the 
facts which exist are: But then. an administrator oncP told 
Gerrv, " Those kids don't know what 
they ·want 1 • • It's nice to know our tui-This all happened la_st year. and it's 
--a great many Area III residents 




-1 Student needed for Central Board 
-3 Students needed for Appeals Board 
For more information call Je'nnifer 





WORLD FAMOUS HYPNOTIST 
EDW·IN L. BARON 
Will appear· Tuesday, September 27th at 8:00 
o.m. in the Strafford Room of the M.U.B. This is a . 
1.\11.U.S.O. presentation and admission is FREE., 
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FUr flung fantasies for each month of year 
By Barbara Scott 
Your days may be numbered, 
but they don't have to be dreary, 
because 1978's crop of calendars 
do far more than drily tick off the 
days of the week. 
Many calendars designate as 
special only those days which 
pertain to their subject. For 
example, did you know that on 
July 4, G&ndalf was imprisoned 
by Saruman, S.R. 1418? The 1978 
Tolkien Calendar, from which 
this date was taken, doesn't list 
Christmas or George 
Washington's birthday. Those 
holidays don't exist in Tolkien's 
Middle Earth. 
A large and diverse selection of 
1978 calendars can be found in the 
Paperback Booksmith in the 
Newington Mall and at Durham's 
own Book Loft. 
In stock are the usual New 
England country scene calendars 
with quaint color landscape 
photographs and romantic calen-
dars containing photographs of 
happy couples in action or paint-
ings of said couples that resem-
ble Harlequin romance paper-
back covers. 
But by far the most popular 
motif this year is the fantasy 
calendar . 1978 is the year of the 
space fantasy with the Star Wars · 
calendar the most popular. 
The Star Wars calendar 
features a different action photo 
from the movie every month. The 
most alluring feature of the 
calendar is the full length color 
centerfold of C3P0 the servant-
robot from the movie. 
There is 1978's Star Trek calen-
dar featuring Captain Kirk, his 
cronies and alien beings. Each 
day is bafflingly numbered in 
stardates. 
Two calendars feature the 
bizarre artwork of two unique 
and talented fantasy artists. 
Frank Frazetta is known for his 
fantasy paintings that appear on 
fantasy paperbacks such as 
Conan the Barbarian. His paint-
ings usually depict scantily clad, 
buxom maidens clinging to 
heavily thewed warriors who bat-
tle formidable enemy warriors 
and fierce beasts. 
Roger Dean is probably best 
known for his fantastic cover 
illustrations of Yes ablums. The 
colors he uses tend toward galac-
tic greens. His use of space and 
landscapes which defy ' natural 
laws of physics are fascinating. 
There are calendars devoted 
to the illustration of such fantasy 
novels as Richard Adar"1 's 
Watership Down and Tolkien's 
Lord of the Rings. Illustrated 
by Eric Tenney and the Brothers 
Hildebuandt these calendars are 
fine if you like the style of 
illustration and agree with the 
character's portrayal. 
But for those who would rather 
rely on their own imaginations to 
supply pictures for a fantasy 
novel the pictures are disappoint-
ing. 
Cartoon characters are the 
subjects of many calendars also. 
Stills from the original Mickey 
Mouse cartoons (in which all the 
characters bounce comically in 
time to the music) decorate one 
calendar, while Spiderman, the 
Marvel superhero in fishnet 
leotards, stars in his own calen-
dar.. -
B. Kliban's · Cat Calendar is 
illustrated with scratchy pen and 
renderings of cats in tuxedos 
and other crazy situations which 
are often incomprehensible. 
One television show has been 
calendarized. lt is Welcome 
Back Kotter with color pictures 
of all the cute littJe sweathogs. I . 
couldn't find calendars of the· 
Bionic Man, Woman, or Dog nor 
one of Farrah, but then, I wasn't 
hoping to. 
This is definitely the year of the 
fantastic in pop art calendars. 
But there is nothing unusual or 
new about the current obsession 
with fantasy. 
I 
What our Luke Skywalkers, 
Captain Kirks, and Frodo 
Baggins' are to us, Beowulf, Thor ... 
and King Arthur were to ·· the 
people before us. And you can be 
sure that if those people made 
calendars, there was one noting 
the date Beowulf slew Grendel. < Brenda Cooperman and uenn~s Guigere photos.) 
Hockey meets the , 
Milwaukee Ballet 
. Last Wednesday night the UNH hockey team participated 
m a ballet class taught by the artistic director of the Milwaukee 
Ballet Co., Jean Paul Comelin. 
During the first half ofthe session the players were told about 
the entire life training of a danc~r. Comelin told the players 
about the countless hours spent in training and practice for new 
productions. He emphasized that just as hockey players learn 
new routines which must be practiced over and over so do 
dancers learn new routines which must be repeated until they 
are perfected. 
H~ also spoke of the importance of "conserving one's body. " 
An idea extremely relevant in hockey as well as ballet. · 
Burton's Pass~ngers ishis finest 
During the second half of the class Comelin and Mark Diamond 
a dancer in the company showed the team how they could apply 
dance exercises to their hockey training. 
Comelin said "They (the team) understood that some of the 
e?'erc;tses were very valid for their training." Most of the exer-
cises mvolved stretching muscles to get loose betore practices 
and games. 
Passengers by Gary· Burton 
on the ECM jazz label. 
By Barbara Malone 
Gary Burton the vibraharpist 
impressario has always been an 
innovative force in the jazz 
world. In the early sixties he used 
th~·vibes techniques pioneered by 
Milt Jackson and combined this 
~tyle with the newly developing 
Jazz-rock styles. 
His fascination with country 
music and blues also tempered 
his music and the mixture 
resulted in complicated music 
-toughened by melodic insight. · 
Tuesday, Sept. 2 7 
The Deep continues at the 
On Passengers Burton ing into mere mechanics, he 
reveals his finest effort to date. relates his own ideas to the 
The compositions are never musicians he surrounds himself 
grating as Burton isn't compel1:ed with. This results in a total sound 
to fill up his solo's with needless· as well as feeling. -
notes, a problem many jazz Pat Metheny playing a twelve 
players have as a result of over string electric guitar is at first 
exposure to John Coltrane. difficult to pin down as he is so 
Unfortunately when musicians subtle. But after a few more 
overindulge in another artist 's · listens he can be heard. 
style they often sacrifice their Metheny's guitar is tuned to 
own originality. . have a lighty almost frothy 
Burton's tendency towards sound, which at time sounds a lot 
clever arrangements and like a very quiet Wayne Shorter, 
melodic phrasing all comes into 
focus on this album. Never slump-
M* A*S*H* zs on cha1111el 7 
at 9 P.M . 
MUSIC, continued on page 11 
Wednesday, Sept. 28 
hw1/...-li11 Tl1eatcr. · Lou Grant (Ed Asner) is a 
The Sorcerer is the 111ovie at 
the Fra11kli11. 
James Dean, Natolie Wood 
w1d Sal Mineo star 111 
Rebel Without a Cause. The 
l\1U8 Pub. 
Master hypnotist Edwin L. 
Baror. is in the Strafford 
Room of the MUB for free . , 
AMUSO presentation. 
good new series 011 channel 
7 at 10 P.M. 
Flash Gordon faces the shat-
tering doom 011 cha1111cl 56 
at 11 P.M. 
Walter Matthau stars i11 Neil 
Simo11 's Plaza Suite on 
cha1111cl 9 at 11 :30 P.M. 
Jack Le111lllo11 a11d Tony Cun'is 
star i11 the fu1111y. slc1µstick 
co111cdy The Great Race on 
cf1a1111cl 56 at 8 P.M. 
Clu11111cl I l features a profilr 
of jaz.z. 11111sicia11 Earl Fatlw 
Hines at 10 P.M. 
Flash Gordon is i11 the tounza-
UNH hocKey coach Charlie Holt observed the team as they 
attempted the exercises. He said, "I found the class enlighten-
ing" . 
H~ thought some of the players were surprisingly awkward 
without skc1tes on, while others were more agile than he an- , 
ticipated: Holt aiso said that he took ·notes and planned to get 
feedback from the team on what they had learned. 
Sean Cody, one of the hockey players who took part in Wed-
nesday 's class talked about the team's reaction. Cody, said 
"We liked it. It was different." He said, "At first the guys 
were not sure what to expect." But they found Comelin and 
Diamond to be ''very professional'' and took the class seriously. 
Maryanne Berry 
ment of death on channel 56 
Bill Hamel is the DJ at the 
at 11 P. M. M UB p h I u t zis evening. 
Ed Cory ~nd Dave Seiler are 
the jazz musicians in the 
MUBPub. 
Thursday, Sept. 29 
Robert Redford and Paul 
Newman star in The Sting 
in the Strafford Room of t'1e 
MUB. 7 and 9:30 P.M. 
75 cents, a MUSD µresenta-
tio11. 
The Apprenticeship of Duddy 
Kravitz is a fine movie at 
the Franklin. 
The Defiant Ones is 'cm Oscar 
award 1.oi1111i11g 111ovie star-
r111g Sidney Poitier and 
Tcmy Curtis·. 
Folk guifarist Jeff Dawson is in 
theMtiBPub. 
······························r························-·················· ... -... -..... -... -.;•··=·=···_·_·_·-·.· ·_·_·_·_-_·_·_-:· · ·_·: ·=· ._._._._._._._. · ·.-=· ·: · ·_·_·_·.·/ ·: · ··· ·.·_·_·_-_·_·.:.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· .. :.nt::: ::=.•-•.=.•- ... _. _ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._·_·_-_:_=.=. :.u:. _._=_.:;.. t :·::.:.:.:.: .... :.:.:.:-.. :.-.... •.•-•'.•.•.•.❖-❖ ..... 
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Fogelherg takes off to Nether, Nether Land 
Netherlands by Dan 
Fogelberg on Epic Records. 
"Between the worlds of men 




By Jim Knowles 
Netherlands is a journey 
through a Quixotesque world. In 
that world Fogelberg tells many 
secrets. Secrets about his past 
and present loves and his feeling 
of being a loner who has attained 
his dream, but cannot decide 
where to go from there. 
Fogelberg takes us on this 
journey using his music and 
exquisite lyrics as a catalyst. 
The music's harmony is in the 
style of the southern California 
bands like The Eagles. But the 
lyrics are reminiscent of Bob 
Dylan's words. 
Fogelberg's attempt to mix the 
California.. style music with 
Dylanesque riddles creates an 
unique style that is a complete 
success. 
Fogel berg's style on 
Netherlands may not have been 
successful if the correct 
musicians hadn't played on the 
album. 
Don Henley of the Eagles adds 
harmony to Fogelberg's strong 
lead vocals. As does John David 
Souther, who has recently 
become a successful solo artist 
himself. 
Joe Walsh adds his solid guitar 
playing to the song "Loose 
Ends," one of the standouts on the 
album. And Kenny Buttrey, 
presently with Pousette-Dart, but 
known for his fine drumming on 
1 Dylan's Blonde on Blonde and 
Neil Young's Harvest, adds 
rhythm that unifies the music on 
the album. 
SCOPE 
Fogelberg's voice reaches both 
high and low notes ·with equal 
ease. He also ha5 the ability to 
play many instruments, ranging 
from classicaf guitar to harp-
sichord. 
With these talents l<,ogelberg 
presents: 
could have recorded a · decent 
album on his own. But by adding 
the help of so many fine 
! musicians, Fogelberg has made 
/
Netherlands an album with the 
potential to become a rock 
classic. 
Chicago is a bland hand 
NILS 
IS 
By Tim Gurshin now singer, offers a delightful 
· The people at Columbia rec- downbeat number, "Till the End NEXT ords art department should of Time." be congratulated for saving the· day and coming up with yet another jacket design to slap 
Chicago's logo onto. 
S(! prepared, in their proclaim-
. ~d simultaneous quest for inteT-
:hgent growth and popularity, 
Chicago has come up wnn the 
music for number eleven. 
This time they are featuring 
drummer Danny Seraphine's 
debut as a composer. People out-
side of the group have collabor-
ated on the writing, and there are 
several cameo vocal and per-
formance spots by friends such 
as Carl Wilson and Chaka Khan. 
But instead of showing another 
bright horizon, the effect is one of 
an old band gasping for creative 
breath. 
The album opens with a rocker 
by guitarist Terry Kath, "Miss-
issippi Delta City ;Blues." It's re-
corded with · the overworked 
Chicago trick of using studio 
chatter and tape noise in an 
attempt to get a live "let's get 
down" feel. 
Other songs by Kath, keyboard 
player Robei:t Lamm and bassist 
Peter Cetera are average and 
rework musical and lyrical ideas 
they've done before. They sound 
tired the second time around .. 
Seraphine and Wolinski, work-
ing with another outsider, 
Dominic Frontiere, join efforts to 
create a beautiful full orchestra 
piece entitled "The Inner Strug-
gles of Man." 
Don't be scared off by the 
heady title and all those violins, 
this is really nice and serves as 
the prelude to "Little One." 
Saved for last, this is the 
best artistic effort on the record, 
in spite of the borderline vocal 
job by Terry Kath. Seraphine's 
writing shows much promise. 
Chicago XI is at best sophis-
ticated music with several bright 
spots and at worst is still entirely 
listenable. But the suppression 
of th~ir best points: Cetera 's 
vocals, Lamm 's melodies and 
Pankow's lond wonderful, wide-
open horn lines has taken away 
the band's exciting, bright sound. 
NILS LOFGREN 
with special guest 
PIERCE A~ROW 
Sunday October 9 
8 P .M. at The Field House 
Tickets $3.50-student 
$5. 00-g eneral 
Ticket Off ice 
Kath's singing is miJred down 
to the unintelligible reverbera-




da1~e~~~- Pankow, veteran I § § THEATRE § 
MUSIC, 
continued from page 10 
writer/ai,a_nger/trombo~iSl a
nd 
§I who has the lowest prices I I Tues. . Sept 27 ~ 
B 8 s 6:30 .& a:5o . 8s UrtOD · on KODAK darkroom supplies and 8 § N I chemicals in the area. I 8 D~eP § S I I § y At our photo counter there R ~ ' I § Wed. only Sept. 28 ! 
I
§· is ~o need to bargain or ~,8 8§s 6:30 & 8:50 s§0 
which, for the guitar, is an qualify for a discount. All ~ 0 Sorcerer ll 
unusual sound. 
On ''Whopper,'' his own com- · ' I · I k d R 8 
position Metheny comes into the prices are pain y mar e 8 ~ Remake of the French Classic i 
forefront and displays his talent Ss and our everyday pr'1ces O O ~ o - o l§01 "Wages of Fear." ll as well as his ability to perfectly tl 8 ~ o 
complement Burton's ensemble. ,I are competitive with § g -~ 
Perfect too, is the unusual ~ g 8 : 
t~~~~Rfsogv~1ffr~r::::t:::J~no~ I other's \\discounted" prices. s 8 Thurs. .sept. 29 R 
o S 6: 30 & 8 .· 45 N 
unique way. The sound he gets 8 8 g 
from it is oriental as he tends § § § Th I 
to;~~dfhrsi~~r~~~=:· a problelJ1, § Judge for yourself .. ' 81 s§ ·. e Apprenticeship of 18 
rather it provides an interesting 8g shop around and then ° 
twist. Along with Weber on bass Ss I g8s'' Duddy Krav1·tz 
is Steven Swallow, Burton's long s come to us for the best buy. 
time musical comrade. As ll o o 
always, Swallow provides ex- s I § ''A masterpiece!'' - Rex Reed 
cellent bottom while like the sS 8 N.Y. Da1·1 News 
others he has a fine ear for the 8 ~ 
melodic. 9 ~ u 
Dan Gottlieb on drums has a iii tO -n & fl tl 
very. light touch; you won't find W campus 
the power of a Lenny White or a _Sept. 30 Oct. 1 § 
Tony Williams in him, what you 6 · 30 & 8 · 45 S 
will find is very lightly and ac- • . . .· SI 
curately played rudiments and O -------~-.; .. -~:._ _________ ~ Walt Dispey's 
!~~r:1:·:i=~rf~~~~t I ."' ... :::::::::: ~ , COLOR \ -~ The Rescuer's _Ii 
Passengers comes highly 8 R PROCESSING §8 ~ o 
recommended both for the firmly §ssg "'------' : BV 'Kodak Ill 18 Com1·ng... g established jazz enthusiast, as O tl tl 8 
well as for those who have been S 
intrigued by jazz but also in- NEW YOR_K, NEW YORK 8 
timidated by it's often unique and L L 8 
complicated sounds. c,""...,-...,-_,,-.-c,~....-........ .-..,-...,:x~~_,..._,......---_,.....,-.,.~..-c:;r....-..r..--00--....-....-..r..r.J ~...c:oc::r.....o--~...ci00CCCC~~::cc::o::ooccci00'iooocB 
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Southwick learns to like himself · Greeks seek exemption 
rransvestite 
:::ontinued from page 3 
He bursts into · laughter. 
"Yeah,'' he explains, "You see 
. now the styles are becoming um-
sexual. Nowadays the trend for 
clothing is away from sex and 
more for comfort. You're right, 
the glamour queen is out of style. 
But the number one reason for 
cross-dressing is that it is a 
sexual turn-on. 
"When transvestites are young, 
the dressing is the mafn turn-0n. 
When you get older it becomes 
more transgenderal -- that is, 
you get bored with just the sexual 
part and the person enjoys male 
and female experiences for other 
reasons. For my dressing, I want 
to be the best I can. I am still in 
the learning process." 
Wade Southwick becomes 
Merissa Sherrill Southwick when 
he cross-dresses. "My family 
prefers Merissa over me," he 
laughs. "She is nicer . I'm trying 
to keep her personality all the 
time.'' 
Southwick says when he "came 
out," his sister didn't know what 
a transvestite was. "But she 
knew that my feelings have . 
always been more intense than 
most. She perhaps was the one 
I member of my family that had 
the most difficulty and didn't 
know how to take it at first. But 
there was never a confrontation. 
It was just a matter of getting 




in your future. 
Your Fidelitl Uniori Field Associate can 
help plan your financial future with 
CollegeMaster. College Master is the nation's 
leader in life insurance for college seniors. 
Find out about.Collegd\1aster. 
Call the Fidelit) llnion College1\1aster@· 
Field .\ssociate in your area: 
RICH HUSS 
CollegeMastei: 
an interesting aspect that makes 
their uncle unique.'' 
Southwick stands up and pulls 
on his sweater. When the snows 
come, Merissa Sherrill South-
wick will be no longer. "I'm a 
transgenderal person but ain still 
a very masculine person. I ex-
press this in the winter up at 
Waterville and don't practice too 
much, mostly out of preference. I 
don't care who knows . My at-
titude is that it's an incorporate 
part of my being. If people are 
curious they ask me. I've never 
had any problems and just go 
about my business, which is 
teaching skiing.'' 
He acknowledges that he is an 
extremely unique position: self-
em ployed and without a wife and 
children. "If the situation had 
been different, then I might have 
continued to repress myself or 
still transfer these feelings to art 
and nature." 
He leans forward and says in-
tently, "I see it as something 
beautiful and something better 
and I'm proud of it. This is reflec-
ted to others. If you come off em-
barrassed then other people will 
be. But I haven't been put down 
even though I'm prepared for it. 
And if some ignorant soul has to 
build up his ego - then he can go 
ahead. 1 
Greeks 
continued from page 1 
According to Durham tax 
collector Linda Ekdahl, any 
move for tax exemption would 
require approval by the state 
legislature. 
"I don't see how they (the 
fraternities and sororities) could 
get an exemption in the town of 
Durham alone," she said. "They 
would have to have it passed on a 
state-wide basis." 
Mark Heath, graduate intern in 
the Student Activities Office is 
compiling information on what 
the possibilities of tax exemption 
really are. 
"Before anyone pursues this 
matter any further we want to 
find out if frats and sororities in 
other schools have been able to do 
it," Sanborn said. 
Sanborn said special circum-
stances at other schools may 
have allowed thern to gtt La.it 
exemptions. 
"If the University_ owns the 
fraternity houses, then it's a dif-
ferent story," he said. "At UNH 
the houses are separate entities, 
now owned by the University. 
That makes us ineligible on that 
point." 
The research will also deter-
mine if UNH fraternities and 
sororities have ever proposed a 
**** STARDUSTERS **** 
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma Fra-
ternity cordially invite all interested 
women to become Little Sisters. 
An INFORMATIONAL MEETING will be 
held Sept. 28 in the MUB Senate Room 
at 8:00 p.m. 
Questions? Contact Karen 2-1511, 
Phil 2-1288, or Julie 2-1676. 
*************** 
tax exemption before. 
"It's not been proposed in the 
five years I've been here," he 
said. "If we look back and find it 
was tried before and failed or if 
we find our particular circum-
stances don't make a very strong 
case, we'll know not to go on with 
, it," Sanborn said. 
He said a decision on whether 
to try for the exemptions will be 
lJlade by the end of the semester. 
. The idea to propose tax exemp-
tion originated last spring. 
Closson said when he mentioned 
it to University Attorney 
Malcolm McNeill the lawyer 
discouraged the idea. 
''McNeill said he would object 
to it first as a Durham taxpayer,'' 
Closson said. "Secondly he 
represents the town of Durham 
an·d he would not take on a case 
against it." 
In the last few years the frater-
. mty houses have faced financial 
. woes. 
1 Although Closson said most 
houses are now "holding their 
own'' Sanborn said a tax exemp-
tion proposal was a "definite 
response" to the money problems 
they face. 
"There's no quesc10n 
something like this would ease 
some of their financial worries," 
he said. 
l!l'KrgJil 
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I :~',:::::~1~;~;~~~~~~---- 1: 
jtt111.J~i119 t,11 Ctrlcul11t,,.) 
I 
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:\IDiornTle: ·-;-:; K:111asaki 2:io Streel Dirt 
h1kP hilllght lll'\1· in s11m111er of ·,Ii E:-.-
C('lknl condition 11s<·d onh· -l months. StiOO 
cal I T1 Ill Bf;8-2BIIO !! 2, . 
l!J,:I Pontiac \'enl 11ra Sµrinl. good running 
cond1l 1011. ,\ C just inspeett>d and tuned uµ. 
$1 l:iO. Call ,-l!J-ot;,:1 en•nings !) :.!, 
SKIS: KASTLE CPl\1 TI 20, Cl\1 EXC. 
CO:'\D SH!i FlS('IIEH St;l'El{GLASS :-.!EW 
Fl\"ISII S;iOSTEI:\ EHIKSE:'11 Bl{A'.'.D NEW 
$-lO ,\LL :l. PLL'S POLES. $150 9 2, 
61) \'olvo. good running condition. currentlv 
inspected. model l-l2-2 door. 700 or best offe"r 
ca 11 E:I iza at 8G8-967H. Leave message. 9/ :lU 
Datsun 240-Z for sale. 1971. excel!('nt run-
ning condition. cl('an interior. n1dial tires. 
br01rn-newJ~- painted. Must sell. CAl{OLE: 
, -t9-9, -to 111. -t 
pre-paid class ad form 
TO READ A.S FOLLOWS· ____________________ _ 
PLEASE PRlNT MlJST BE PREPAID 
FIRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 word~or lt-s.4;; $.50 for each 15 word~ extra. 
EA6H CQNSECCTIVE INSF.RT!ON: $.25 Maximtm numbfr of runs: 6. 
Tt>tephont' numbers an~ dates count.as one wor(f~ .hyphenated wor~s count as two. 
Mistak~s on 'OUr part merit one additional run. 
AmL f"ncl 1'0 RUN - TIMES. 
Make chttks.PitYlbfe to: The New Hampshirt-, Rm. 1~1~ Mfflloriaf Union. 
For Sale: La.dies· leather jacket. Small 
Light Brown. Excellent condition-looks new. 
Asking S50 . Call 862-9882 and ask tor Lisa. 
Rm.11. 9/:m 
r'our Poster Antiques 68 Fourth St. Dover 
,-t2-8IO-t Antiques. collectables. used furni-
t11re. beds. burea11s. bookcases etc. Open 
most da_vs b~- chance or by appt. 9/ :lo 
KAQUET STRINGING and GH.IPS:. l'ennis. 
~;•<g~c.v~~l/i1i~~~~~~~~:.
3fl~;!~i JTi~-ttt~i 
Star. Head \"vlon Haiserl and Smooth Griµs 
Ken Brewer Lord 210, 2-16:l-t 10/ .J 
I 9,5 Kawasaki ()HC -too E:xcellent condit 1011. 
added sissy bar and luggage rack. S,!!:; 
firm stop by ATO or call Tom Lauder at 
8(i2- l:!02 9/ 27 
l3rilannica Three Encyclopedia. The Defini-
1 in• Encyclopedia Good conch! ion S;iUU. The 
original price \las ov('r $700.00. 20,-68:1-2885. 
or write Chris Kushner . Box lt:i. Harmonv. 
Maineo-111-12. I'll Deliwr. IIJ / -l · 
~'or Sale: Brass Bed . Do11blc frame onlv 
SI2.5 Apartment si 7,e Washer and Dryer both 
run on 110 current. $150. 868-217-l lwfore 
!la .m. or evenings !J / 27 
B11ying stereo comporwnts '' Tr~: to deal with 
somPone in Durham 11·1th 1011· pncl's and sys-
tems to dl'rnonstrate. Like us . ll11diam A11d-
io Box .Jti<J. Durham. 8liB<iti:ll n::lO-B:00 
Pm . !0 / -l 
l3ox Horse Stalls for r<•nt. Durham location 
with pasturt• and trails 1ery r('asonable call 
H(iB-,i:1:;, e1·l•nings 11 1:w 
1972 F'ord Pinto Sedan. Automatic transmis-
~ion . $(j!J:; Call -t,-l-!l2!J:l atll'r f, µ .m 
1 ear locatl•d in Durham 1 10 .J 
llnnda :;:;o ·,➔ excellent eond . 1011· miil' -
ag<• . :\Jani ext ms incl11ding crash bar~. pad 
ded backi·l'sl and li1ggage r;1ck. D1111lup K 
ill ·s must ht• ndden Sl 2110 or hes I oflPr. 
862-2382. 868-9730. George in 634 . 10/ :J 
FOH SALE approx 85 mpg l!J,-l Kawasn -
ki st rPf:'t bike . 90c:c g reat for campus . 
excellent condit1on . $~:i0.00 tel-Hoch :l:l2-
ti!iO, 91:>, 
HUGS - HUGS. All shapps and sizes 
Pricer' from $:i-:fi . l\lanv to choose J'rom. 
Keeµ ,.-our feet 1rnrm ~his winter. 2nd com-
ing. Watl'r St . :'-.l'wmarkPt. !J 12, 
Cassette decks. '.\lusic:al comµonent sll'reo 
svstPms . 011r n'commended s\·stem~ are on 
cfpmonstration. Bring your· records and 
chel'k them out. Low orices Durham Audio 
Box 469, Durham 868-5631, 6:30-8:00 p.m. 
111q 
J<'or Sale' Honda -too f<'o11r Super Sport. 
:1500 miles . Excell('nt Cond Asking $ 
:isoo miles. Excelit'nt Cone!. Asking $900 
or B.O. Call Darius B(l8-!J89G or 2-11-l2. l{m. 
,It) !)/'l., 
:H C11 . Ft . l{Pfrigerator fo1· rent. $25 per 
sellll'Sll'r. Call BrllCl' at 868-,Hi:l. 10/ -t 
l!J,2 FOHD PINTO SEDA:'-. AUTOMATIC 
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lie appn•c:iat<>d $12 l111ndrPd or lwst ofter. 
Gt>orgl' \'illan~i Sti_llings Box. :'lio . 1:l!-J6 !J i :1, 
·-;2 KA\\' . :i;;o FOi{ SAL~- Fl:'\E I\IACHli\:E 
!''OH SALE FOK GOOD PHICE . PHIC'I•, 
'-;Et;OTIABLE . CALL IIA'-;K I-!!-l:1-,ti8B 
alt t·r 2:00-LE ,\ \'E I\IESSAGE Ill -1 
i~r:1~1wvm~L1,~1~~tti", ~,,~; 1\1i;~- st\t' r:~:~ 
or HI I Han 111 ,July : lll'l'ds hattl'r~· 11011 . 
( 'all (ifi-l-'.1711 l 'H ' s . IO -l 
I!l;ill ,-, and 1;o ·s (;e11tlem;1n -Farn1cr·s s111ts . 
_jackels ,llld ,.; lacks:all 111 ('X<_"Pllent. high 
q11allt :, t'(\1ldit1on .. 'J'o 111 a Ii \all. aµpro·, 
1811 lh . man . Call altl'r Ii. ,-t~ -liH,O JO 11 
For Sale :• Mattresses and reclimng 
chair. .J mattresses. $15 to $30 each 
l 'ha1r - name your price . Bob ti!J2-;i92, 
Somers1rnrlh , !J/ 2, 
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State legislator charges Tho01son 
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I Scorpio's Pub j 
Governor Thomson 
continued from page 2 
place and I wouldn 't mind having 
him corrected.' ' 
Danielle said he had not 
received a response from the 
Governor and that he did not ex-
pect one. "The Governor does not 
usually reply to my letters and 
remarks ," he said. 
Buddy Jenkin.s , Thomson's 
press secretary, said yesterday 
the Governor "had no retaliation 
to Danielle's letter . 
. ''The contents of the letter are 
entirely the opinions of Mr. 
Daniell, " Jenkins said . . 
Controversy and criticism is 
nothing new for Danielle. He was 
the first legislator to call for the 
impeachment of former 
President Richard Nixon after 
the Watergate scandaf surfaced 
in 1973. 
"I introduced the impeachment 
legislation onto the floor of the 
(State ) House, and was beaten 
something like 20 to 300,'' 
Danielle said. "One year later, 
Nixon was out of office. ' ' 
Daniell . himself spent 30 days 
in jail in 1933 after alledgedly set-
ting off smoke bombs in can-
nisters of the ventilation_ system 
of the New York Stock Exchange 
on Wall Street. 
"I never really denied that ac-
cusation, too seriously," he said. 





continued from page 3 
go back and check the roster to 
make sure that everything is fair ... 
Fink also said that seniors are 
given priority over other seniors 
on fhe basis of credit hours 
needed to graduate, meaning that 
the December graduates go first. 
"Ninety percent of these who 
ore-register do get their course," 
sajd Fink. "There are a few 
who might have to wait a sem-
ester to get the course, but things 
usually work themselves out. 
''The thing I wish would hap-
pen," he said, ''is if people would 
put their heads together to solve 
the problem instead of finding 
people to blame, because there 's 
really no one to blame." 
a good system except for its cident on Wall Street came about. 
methods of distribution. There is I've been fighting for 70 years to 
too much wealth in the hands of improve the system, but I haven't 




on Zion's HIii, M••--rk•t • 659-6911 
LIVE FOLIC, JAZZ• ILUEGRA'IS, TUES-SUM 
Tues.-Dave Seiler-Ed Cory 
Jazz Group 
Wed.-Thurs.-Bill Morrisey 
Fri.-Sat.-Luke Baldwin and 
Rocky Rockwood 
Sunday Hoot 7-12 
~)~(~(~(~(~(~~~,., 
1CARE PHARMACY I 
0 ' I Professional I 
I _____ Ear Piercing I 
I Clinic I 
' A ~ i I Thursday, Sept. 29 _ 
::: 1 7 j 
' P.E.M. Co. - p. m. ... 
I $6t5omplete I I includes 24-ccrrat gold plated surgical ::; 
'
::; stainless stee, post earr;ngs ' 
• Complete with ear -care inst,uctions ::; 
• Signed release required 
§ Try Us For Amazing Sandwiches I 
§ Roast Beef $1.85 I 
j Ham & Swiss $1.85 j I Steamed Dogs .45 And More .. · j 
I Introducing ... "THE STING" I 
A delectable combinationj 
of oil and vinegar, oregano, ham, § 
provolone cheese, salami, onions ~ 
lPttuce. and tomato. $1.95 § 
All sandwiches served on fresi1 § 
bulkie roll with chips and pickle I& 
11 Madbury Rd. Wa~ch for our 
D11rhdm S oon to be expanded§ 
868-5131 c:r.-r..r~..,.~~..QQOOP.,.QO'~~ 
Bookbags - Day Packs 
• 14 models to choose from 
e large selection of colors 
• priced from 7 .95 to 19.50 
We have 3 NEW models!! 
•Chuck Roast - all time favorite 
•Kelty Sandpiper - only 9.95 
•North Face Poquito - in canvas 
Ulildtrnes 
Cr11il1 
Pettee Brook Lane 
Dm·ham, New Hampshire 
8fi8-5584 
::; • All minors must be accom,-.3nied by parent or g11ardmn l 
•~(~)~()~>~...-.<~>4119(~>41119-<~ .. -+-------------------------------+ 
-----classified ads------
FOR SALE - 2 beds. Can be used as bunks 
or twins . Best offer call 742 .· -7482 9/30 
CRIB : Bassett full size w/mattress, good 
condition, $20.00. Studded snows on V.W. 
bus rims. 15 inch, new $30.00/ pair . Also 
New Tire, G-78/14 $10.00 Call 436-6223 9/30 
For Sale: Ladies 5 speed schwinn Suburban, 
excellent cond. $100.00 or best offer. 742-
071610/7 
For Sale: Olympia office model manual 
typewriter. Excellent condition. $50. Call 
436-3887 after 4 p.m . 10/11 
SKIS : Kastle CPM Tl 207 Cm Exel. cond. 
$80 FISCHER SUPERGLASS NEW FINISH 
$50 STEIN ERIKSEN BRAND NEW $40 
All 3 $150 Call 868-9609 9/'Zl 
Very okl. _clallk-il \.tcttoJa Ned,. ILiij, 
~t't~ anct 111 l'Xcelkn t ct>nditiPn f a ll :i ft t'r 
6. 742-6870 10/ 11 
RUSTIC LOl-'T BED. Great space saver in 
dorms. Rugged construction . weathered 
pine. 4 piece breakdown for easy stora_ge 
mattress included. $50 or best offer. c.;.11 
Melissa 436-5676 before 10 a .m . 9/:10 
Unus ual mm1ature intricate wire sculptures 
make shocking and unforgettable gifts . Also 
Lovett Running X-C skis. boots. poles . Ex-
cellent condition. Entire ski package $95.00 
Call Art 742-5789 after 910/11 
Available: 1973 BMW 2002 in mint condition. 
One owner-one driver . Phone 749-2268 < Mad-
bury l. 9/30 
--------·----
FOR SALE: 1966 VW Bug. red with sun-
roof. Runs and passed last inspection <June I 
Two snowtires included: $300. Call Dean. 
862-1685 or 772-5802 <late evening >. 9/30 
for rent 
r'OR RENT : Two bedroom a µartment. in-
cludes stove, refrig. washer. cable T.V. 
and heat. $170/ month . No pets . !-'ac-
uity . Staff or responsible couple . Call 692-
2818 10/ 4 
services 
Watch for the opening of Durham 's Newest 
Hair st15inB Salon. HAIRWORKS UN-~l.~~1f . pening Oct. 3rd ·"at 2!1 Mai·n 
'>arties, Do them right with music by 
U .J . Steve Kolenda . He will be bac~ 
from Martha ·s Vineyard Oct. l. For info 
now call Grier at Tel. 868-7151 10/4 · 
Two experienced plant science students 
looking for part [ime jobs. Will weed, 
prune, rake. plant, mow. etc. Call Dana 
742-3863 or Denise 659-6375 after 5. 10/ 11 
J!sPl~d~ilethesesl;~rtscoe~iE~T{~G-·. 
SE~CTRIC. choice of stylei pitch, by ex-
perienced business teacher /secretary. 
Available for editing. dictation. Call Diana 
at University Secretarial Associates . 742-
4858 10/ ll . 
GUITAR INSTRUCTION - Beginning - Ad-
vanced - Jazz, Folk , Rock, Flat Pick, Finger-
Picking Styles, Modal Tunings, Flute Les-
sons - Classical or Improvisational Tone 
Techniques . Reasonable rates . Call :749-3433 
10/4 
TYPIN9. 65 cents per page. Caren Rm . 
232 Devme. 2-1062 or 868 ..... -... 97,.003 __ . ____ _ 
Interested in Learning Quilting? Quilting 
classes given at the OutBaclt. Starting 
Thursday October 29 from 7-9 p.m. For 
more information. Inquire at the Outback. 
Main St. Durham. or, call 868-7027 9/ 27 
---- -· --· - - ·- -·-· ----
PERSONAL ART WORK done profession-
ally at rea.sonable prices . Great for birth-
day a·nd Christmas presents . Call Sue at 
862-1386. 9/ 27 
wanted 
Wa_nted : Used Acoustic guitar . · with steel 
strings. Contact Larry in Christensen 429 
at 2-24!)910/ 14 
'karited : eligible work.study s·tudent fo woi-°ic 
l:> hours a week. evenings, as watchman at 
the_ J_ackson Estuarine Laboratory. Musi 
have own transportallon . Contact Mr. Bur-
nett. 862-2175 9/'n 
Warited Guhar. s· siring <sieel , acoustical. 
Call Jeff L . at 868-98:30 9/:m 
\yarited : -Exper.ienced -typist. Jc>b ·work ' ty-
pmg draf~ from cassette tapes <must have 
own egu1pment) and thesis typing from 
typed drafts. Phone 749-2268. 9/30 
DESPERATELY NEEDED : Indoor storage 
for md 1939 oldsmobile. Anywhere in or 
~f-~~02. ~~,~~:.°sl~:;~~O. ~~i~erred . Call 
Part-Time Job As a counselor for teen-a~e 
boys & girls in a_group home settim!. 16 hrs -
a week (mostly weekends) $2.75 per hour . 
Must be elig1ble tor work-study program . 
Contact Mr. O'Toole or Mr . Seiitel at the 
Webster House 135 __ Webster Street, Man-
<'hP.st~r N H . fi22-Mt3 !J/27 
English as a Second Language teacher seeks 
students for private and small group lessons . 
Overseas experience, M.A. in ESL. Lessons 
in composition, conversation, reading, 
listening comprehension. Reasonable rates. 
436-7320. 9/27 
help wanted 
.VANTED : I<.:lig°ible Work Study Student to 
work 15 hours a week~ evenings, as watch-
man at the Jackson Estuarine Laboratory. 
Must have own transoortation. Contact Mr 
~Burnett , 862-2175. 9/ 27 · · · 
Babysitter. Housekeeper waqted i~ ex-
change for free room & board . One child 
~~~i year oldJ. Call before 4 P .M. 4:11-8914. 
Looking for person for a newly established 
restaurant in Hochest~r, N.H. to paint sea-
c.aoe or nautical designs on nf'w intP.rinr 
·-.~.P.!l~- For more info call 332-1770 or :1:12-
. E440. 9/'Zl 
lost 
LO~T-One long-haired black male cal. with 
white star on chest wearing red collar with 
bells . Lost in Newmarket area. $:30 reward 
~ii/ecovery. Call early morning 659-2608 
LOST-A plastic envelope containing a stu-
dent ID, Kari-van semester pass. 35 meal 
ticket, N.Y. Times Subscription pass and 
one ticket to Milwaukee Ballet 9/22 Please 
Call: Rosalie Dair 's 742-6015. Dover 9/'n 
roommates 
T!X> f(lUch blood in vour alcohol svstem·• 
Stoke Hall officially 'challpngl'S an~· other 
dorm . Ira! or sorority lo g1vt• more ,ti the 
. Durham Blood [)rive than we do! Wclcnml' 
to Wildcat Country ! S(•pt . 2/i-:l!l. al the MUB. 
!1/ 27 • 
__,__ 
c _- mon Stokies! G<'I down to thl' MUB and 
give' Sept. 2G-29. _ we·vc got a dwlll•ngc 
go1_ng and no one will hl•at us ! Durham Blno<l 
Drive 1wcds us ' 9/27 
Wh:f; Si1.!:r11a, Nu'' ,F~nd. Ni% t nur-cflm'n 
sYi7 Se~~1tR~_m1:bo~s: 30· pin· aA~eht~s-
i1r m!~~~v~ftti1~m 7:00pm - S:JOpm . 
, ASTROLOGICAL READINGS: . Three 
page individualized analysis of person-
ali(y and your inner potentials as re-
vealed in your birth cnarl. $5 Need ex-
act date, time.and place of birth . Call 
86!!.:_?~:J:.. J0J.4 
1\!rry :···°iiren·t ·,you gla-d to hear that 
Durham soon will have a place for you 
1,nrl •'d"H to get your Hair cuts together? 
-- ~ .. Al~WU.KKS _Unlimited. 9<2_7.-For Rent : Male or female wanted to share 
2 bedroom furnished apartment · in New-
market $105 per mon th includes heat. E- • ,,H HAPPY BIRTHDAY.· Keep practicing 
lectrtc1!y extra. Next to Kari-van slop those positions. we know youll get them 
~ift(l.§§~-5421 9/2:l sooner or later . Alwa vs remember the 
Female roommate _needed to share house (Tazy timt~s together. Y<iu •re grt>al. Much 
w\th fo)!r people . .J~~~ated o·n -so·acires;4i--'.! happirwss . Love Cr' 9/ 27 
miles from Durham, 2 fireplaces $75:oo . INSTEAD Or; l:r~LEirn:ATING HALLO\\" -
month includes utilities ana heat 868-9620 t-..:EN THIS YEAR. EASE ON "DOWN TO 
- &YlsWJ»!§ 9(;2J BOURBON STREl':r·. THE l\1ARDI GRAS 
A r<iom."ma e needed tor an unfurnished two- IS COM ING! ' ' 9/ 27 
bedroom apartment. $110 per month, in-
cluding all utilities ; lease negotiable · and 
located in rural area . Call :742-7996 & ieave 
rame. r.'Jmber , or write Mark Dube at 314 
Green Street , Rollingsford, N.11 . 9/27 
Female roommate needed. $101/month. util. 
included. Kitchen facilities._, shower, your 
own room, and 2 other Ttartment-mates. 
fgr 1aa~~·rn,f/• D_urham , top by and ask 
Come celebrate Queei1 -kliza·b.eth II's Stiver 
.Jubilee November 11&12 See ya there 10/ -t 
GOT A 1''RIEND wlit{s CELEBRATING A . 
BIHTHOA Y? Show him /her vou care with a 
deliciously home baked bii·thdav cake. 
SPI<:CIAL THIS WEEK- Decorating at no 
~?,s t! Call 8611-7069. EATON COOKING CO . · 
WANTED': STUDENTS TO WORK PART 
T-:i:IE AT HARBOUR SANDWICH SHOPPE 
Hg/URS ARRANGED BETWEEN 7:00 A.M. 
4 ;o-l P .M. BUSSING. COUNTER WORK OR 
Ge.ILL. 1211 P~NHALLUW ST. PORTS 
JViuuT11 N.H . 436-4333. PERsoNAL IN- personals TERVll!;W ONLY!LOCATED 3 BLOCKS ___ ___._.__ _________ _ 
'The top twenty ideas on the art (lf getting 
j t togefher , prt;sented i!1 Workshops, Lec-
=tures , or Tutoring. Var10us locations . For 
!information write Project QUEST Center 
for Self Organization and Mana'gement 
·Box 84. Durham. N.H. 03824. 10/4 . .. ' 
tt1itROM KARIVAN STOP AT DEER To the other two muskrats . I Love you . 9/27 
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Our Better Side 
, .. On Campus 
DOONESBURY 
© Edward Julius, 1977 
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• comics 
RJGHT! IN /902, 7HE COM-
PANY's ACTING D!RECTDR, 
ON£ PHILIPPE BfJ()IAV-
VARILLA, ARRIVED IN WASH-
INGTON TO 5TRIKE A 
[)£AL! \ 
•·;?..; :.~ 
r·· • :::51 
:,,:_ 1'5' 
by Debbie Blood 
LJnL{ d_o(I ·+- +nll( e:JU' 
Serve, ell qs o. rl 4 m.ore, ? 
by Bob Finegold 





ACROSS 46 - soup 
47 - Abdul-Jabbar 
Site for 1980 49 Secondhand mer-
Olympics chandise {2 wds.) 
7 Abrupt rejection 51 Miss Peach char-
13 Pass on to another acter 
person 52 Mongol tent 
_14 Spanish or 54 Buenos -
Portuguese 55 Surround 
11 Capable of being 
· split 
12 Femmes - . -
13 As - night 
15 Most up-to-date 
19 Uncover shrewdly 
(2 wds.) 
22 Baseball's Johnny 
16 Miss Earhart, et al.57 Component of 23 Miss Bacall 
17 High-fashion dealer gasoline 25 Watch cha i ns 
18 Composer Ned - 59 Terminates a layoff 28 Passover meals 
19 Ward off 60 Moves, as a 32 Funeral hymn 
20 Workshop item hairline 34 South African fox 
21 Attractive and 61 Hate 35 Ballet {2 wds.) 
cuddly 62 Pit-removing 36 More disgusting 
24 Tarnish, as a device 37 Scholarly 
reputation 38 Ailment of 
26 Exist DOWN __s wimmers 
27 Sorrow 40 Old ~ong, "I Love 
29 VP candidate, and l Autobiography form 
family 2 Supervise 41 More placid 
30 Compass point 3 Shoe parts 42 Tickets 
31 Habituated 4 Of the weather 44 Donkey in "Winnie-
33 Optimum - 5 Eggs the-Poohtt 
34 Certifies, as a 6 Basketball's - 48 Thinks 
college Unseld 50 Alluded to 
36 French for islands 7 Hoarfrost 53 Sheet music symbol 
39 Prefix for sexual 8 Payroll savings 56 English course, for 
40 Viper item (2 wds.) short 
43 Stop 9 Deposited in layers 57 Telephone-dial 
45 Norway's name for 10 Geller of psychic trio 
itself fame · 58 Shoe width 





continued from page 7 
we're building the things," he 
said 
Todd said funding for the 
project was provided by the 
state legislature in its 1975 legis-
lative session. 
Todd said the University "is 
trying to establish a leadership 
role. Every human should be 
protected." 
Careno said the new systems 
include manual pull alarm sys-
tems in all campus buildings 






continued from page 3 
· To raise money for the GSA 
Chagnon would like to have a 
graduate student activity tax in-
stituted. The tax would be be-
tween 50 cents and one dollar per 
student. 
The adoption of the GSA;s con-
stitution represents the realiza-
tion of over a year's work by the 
former Interim Graduate Student 
Welfare Committee. 
The committee's ,goal, ac-
cording to acting GSA President 
Ray Chagnon, was to develop a 
new system -of direct student 
action to improve graduate stu-
dent welfare. 
The graduate students' vote to 
adopt the GSA's constitution was 
a step in fulfilling that goal, 
Chagnon said. 
Chagnon said, "One of our 
major purposes is to deal with 
graduate student apathy. We 
want to develop a feeling of a 
UNH graduate student com-
munity." 
According to Chagnon most 
graduate students are almost 
totally involved in their graduate 
departments and ignore the other 
departments. 
Dr. Kenneth Freer, assistant 
dean of the graduate school, said 
"Graduate students do need 
some kind of unifying voke." 
"I think we can have as much 
influence as we want at UNH," 
said Chagnon, "It all depends on 
how vocal, organized and profes-
sional we are." 
It appears, though, that 
graduate students aren't so en-
thusiastic about the GSA. Ten 
graduate students interviewed 
were not aware or only dimly 
aware of the GSA. 
Those who knew of it ~idn't 
sound hopeful about its existence. 
"I wouldn't be surprised to see 
it fail," said John Graham, a 
graduate student in history, "be-
cause the graduate students have 
too heayy a workload to get in-
volved with student govern-
ment.'' 
"The GSA is a good lobby for 
us if we get it to work. But apathy 
is a big problem because grad-
uate students stay such a short 
time at UNH they don't get in-
volved," said Joe Sileo, a former 
graduate student senator on the 





·MUB Board is chosen 
ALSO 








continued from page 2 ___ 
According to Fischer, the 
Union for Progressive Action 
submitted a propasal for the 
Board of Governors about one 
and a half years ago to the Stu-
dent Welfare Committee of the 
University Senate. 
The proposal was reviewed by 
a task force committee which 
was appointed by Mills, Stevens 
and O'Neill. 
The proposal was then sub-
'mitted to Stevens for his ap-
proval. 
"Stevens made wording 
changes in the proposal. He 
added rationale behind the Board 
of Governors but the intent was 
still the same,'' -said Fischer. 
Fischer said the names of the 
nine board members would be 
made public later this week. 
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The day belonged to 
co-captain Dick Duffy 
When the reporters walked into the dressing room after 
Saturday's football game, about six players stood up, 
pointed into the middle of the room at a sweaty defensive 
back and shouted, "You' re looking for Dick Duffy aren't . 
you fellas? Well there he is, go talk to him, there he is. 
There's Dick Duffy." 
For Duffy, the credit was well deserved. He played 
against West Chester the way a co-captain is supposed to_ 
play, a little more inspired and maybe a little better than the 
rest of the team. 
Duffy finished the day with two big interceptions (he 
almost had a third in the fourth quarter, but one of his team-
mates, Terry Schrepter just about shoved him out of the 
way to grab it instead.) And he did it against the Golden 
Rams' Joe Senser, a top quality receiver, who towered over 
. the defensive back like Kareem Abdul-Jab bar towers over 
Dove Cowens. 
But as Cowens usually gets 
the best of Jabbar, Duffy just 
about owned Joe Senser, when 
it coun.ted. 
Senser caught nine balls, but 
there were about ten more 
thrown in his direction that 
were broken up, thrown 
poorly and thrown into 
Duffy's chest, twice killing 
West Chester drives. 
"It's a lot tougher playing a 
guy like Senser than playing a 
smaller, quicker guy," Duffy 
said after the game. "You've 
got to play back against him 
Duffy ... credit well deserved to make sure they don't throw 
the big one over your head.,-, 
Coach Bill Bowes said the team was playing a zone pass 
defense with Duffy _going one-on-one with Senser only in . 
his zon~. -It seemed though, that Duffy was covering Senser 
all over the turf, because the sight of the pair sailing down 
field, like Mutt running beside Jdf, made a lasting impres-
sion. 
But for Duffy, it was the play at the whole defensive unit 
which made a lasting impression. He shared the credit. 
"I thought the whole defense played a great game today," 
he said. "We all stuck together and got the job done." 
Spoken like a true co-captain. 
Bill Bowes concurred. "That guy Senser has great hands," 
Bowes said. "And I was pleased overall with the pass cover-
age we had during the game. They kept us going in the first 
half." 
In line with Duffy for post-game accolades were Mark 
Etro, who had a big interception in the second quarter, and 
Dave Kahn, who grabbed an interception and leaped on two 
Golden Ram fumbles. 
Kahn said after the Q:ame that he was only doing his iob. 
"It's my play to cover the back coming out of the backfield 
on the pass plays,~' he said. "I've got the back all the time out 
in the flat. On the tight end delay, I just stay with him." 
Even if Duffy wouldn't take too mqch of the personal 
credit for the defensive team's performance, most every-
body knew after the game, that he'd made a super effort. 
After all, the players told the reporters the minute they 
walked into their room. 
1·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·~·-·_·_·_·_··_··· ·_···_·_·_·_··_·_··_·_·_···················_·······----_······· ·······:: 
"JfANS 
WAYffi 5f .Nt.\.JIV\RKCT 
1-fDVM • iU£SD4.j-SA/llR.~V 
IZ-,5,':30 :; 
SH I.R.TS it we.sUr11-~ crJr<iAray, -l'la.All.el 
CQq,j4,.s ,._ .s~!' Je.q,.--tJ-er, Fur 
40~ D.RE&j£5 
~ io%. 6iffc-+ ve/-.,et, 
~ · US€DPURJ-JJ'ITJRE. 
~aJ\d, ~ c,kl -th;~5~ 
l~at stats I 
UNH 26 - West Chester 0 
Passing 
_UNH Att. -Comp. -Int. Yards TD Long 
Allen 23-13-0 203 2 49 
Burnham 1- 0-0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 24-13-0 203 2 49 
West Chester Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD Long 
Atkinson 39-18-5 151 0 15 
Rushing 
UNH Att. Gain TD 
Coleman 19 81 1 West.Chester Att. Gain Burnham 25 81 1 Kostans 13 46 Ingui 3 19 0 J,acJ{OOn 7' 10 Pendry 6 17 0 
Delozier 3 16 
Atkinson 6 21 
0 Blystone - 6 3 Iodice 2 4 0 TOTALS 32 86 Leavitt 1 1 0 
Allen 6 8 0 









continued from page 16 
Though they presented a sim-
pler offense than UMass, Ver-
mont, "certainly knew their 
stuff," according to ;Milos. The 
Catamounts fought back from a 
9-2 deficit to tie the first gq.me at 
nine-all. 
But Pat Casey, the Wildcats' 
sophomore captain, won the next 
point on a power serve to pull 
UNH into the lead to stay. Cas-
. _ey's sister Paula, Ellen Grant 
and Kellie Stevens teamed up for 
some effective spikes as the Wild-
cats won the last five points. 
· Vermont seemed to lose steam 
in the second game, as the Cats 
won going away, 15-4. 
One player whom Milos was 
particularly impressed with was 
Ellen Winiarczyk. Winiarczyk 
had never played volleyball in a 
game situation, but she showed a 
"natural pair of hands", accord-
ing to Milos. 
The Cats travei to Williams Col-
lege for a 1:00 match this Satur-
day. 
Raquetwomell win; Harriers how 
The UNH women's tennis team 
picked up right where they left off 
at the end of last year, taking the 
last singles match and both 
doubles matches Friday after-
noon to earn a come-from-behind 
·victory over Boston University, 
3-2. 
Freshman Pam Smith started 
the Cats off with her first col-
legiate victory, 6-4, 6-3. The 
doubles teams of Nancy Danker 
and Judy Wiles notched wins of 
6-2, 6-2 while Courtney Berger 
and Lisa Bragdon came out on 
top of 6-4 , 6-3 scores. 
UNH will hold its first home 
match of the season today at 3:30 
(weather permitting) at the Field 
House Courts. 
X-country 
Northeastern, the third ranked 
cross country team in New 
England last year, defeated a 
surprisingly strong UNH sguad 
this past Saturday, 23 to 34 in the 
rain in Durham. 
John Flora of NU won the meet 
with a time of 24 : 52.5. He was 
followed by two UNH runners. 
George Reed (second with a time 
of 25: 03) and Gary Crossan ( third 
with a time of 25: 18). 
Although NU won the meet, the 
Wildcats ran well. Aside from the 
second and third place finishes by 
Reed and Crossan, UNH also 
placed George Junior (eighth 
place, 26:06) and Mark Berman 
( ninth place. 26: 13 l. 
THE CLASS* -GLAs·s 
This 16 ounce drinking glass, 
handsomely embossed with the 
University of New Hampshire Seal, 
is available at the 
Durham Burger King. 
While supplie_s last, order a 
Whopper® , French _fry, and a 
regular size iced drink . 
and keep the glass. 
• available tq the 
Classes of' '78, '79, '80 and '81. Baveit, 
urn,RCE~ w- ING. 
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Wildcat defense 
stops W. Chester 
By Paul Keegan 
The UNH football Wildcats 
proved a couple of things Satur-
day afternoon at Cowell Stadium. 
First, they proved that they are 
easily a better team than West 
Chester State by scoring the 26-0 
romp, their third straight win. 
But more importantl:·, 
everyone in the stands could see 
that offensive strength isn't the 
only asset possessed by this 
vear's Wildcats. 
· rn fact. the defensive squad 
gave such an awesome perform-
ancer. it would be safe to say 
that without such a showing. that 
romp could have been a dose 
ball game. 
Despite the fact that CNH 
<.:ruised to their biggest margin of 
victorv this season, the Wildcat 
offense was erratic in the first -
l1dlf. 
"'We were very sluggish offen-
sivelv," admitted UNH coach Bill 
Bowes after the game. "Though 
we were a Ii t tle better in the 
second half.'' 
touchdown. 
Duffy had a tremendous day 
all-around. He held down the 
dangerous 6'-5" wide receiver 
Joe Senser, picked off two passes 
in the first llalf, and made two 
outstanding plays just before the 
half ended, knocking down a 
potential TD pass in the end zone 
and stopping halfback Don Jak-
son on a big third and eight play 
on the UNH ten yard line. 
··1 was pretty high for the 
game," said Duffy "because I'd 
heard· all about Senser. But I was 
able to cut in front of him on those 
interceptions. If he gets by me, I 
know ( safety Mark) Etro is 
behind me." 
The offensive squad, which ap-
peared to be so disjointed in the 
first half I came out gunning the 
second. 
011e IJig lJldy was a 49-yard 
touchdown pass to Coleman, who 
had 81 yards rushing and 61 on 
pass receptions. He and Burn-
ham, who also had 81 yards were 
used on alternate downs, running 
in the plays from Bowes. 
On the TD play, Coleman was 
open on the right sideline and 
once he got the ball, there was no 
catching-him. He simply outran 
defensive back Dave Kline for the 
The Cats exploded for 14 points 
in the third quarter and six more 
in the fourth, thanks mostly to the 
ball-carrying and pass-catching 
of junior tailback Bill Coleman, 
who scored all three second-
half touchdowns. .- touchdown. 
But were it not for the superb 
defensive effort in the first half, 
led by co-captain Dick Duffy, 
UNH could have been playing 
catch-up in_stead of leading, 6-0 at 
the half. 
Not only did the defensive 
squad stack up West Chester 
runners, allowing them only 12 
yards in the first half, but they in-
tercepted three Craig Atkinson 
passes, -pounced on two fumbles, 
and it was a crunching tackle by 
Doug Romano and the ensuing 
fumble recovery by Frank Mucci 
that set up the lone first half 
-
Seven minutes later, Coleman 
took a swing pass from quarter-
back Jeff Allen and danced in for 
the score to make it 20-0. He 
swept in from the right side in the 
final quarter from five yards out 
to finish the scorin-g. -
"Paul Kelley gave me the best 
block I've ever seen,"- said Cole-
man of. his 49-yard touchdown 
jaunt. "There was excellent 
blocking all day.'' 
Defensively, there were quite a 
few standouts. Mark Etro inter-
cepted a pass and made a few hits 
on the huge Senser that must 
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UNH tailback Bill Coleman leaves West Chester's Dave Kline (25) in the background on his 
w_ay to a touchdown after catching a Jeff Allen pass. The play . covered 49 yards . 
(Scott Spalding photo) 
have made tne big man blink. 
Dave Kahn scooped up two f um-
- bles_ and picked off an errant 
pass. And the entire defensive 
line, known to be vulnerable to 
the run, played extremely well to-
gether, allowing only 49 yards on 
the ground all day. 
Little All-American running 
back Bill Blystone gained but -3 
yards rushing on the day. 
Stickwomen down 
Bowdoin in opener 
By Nancy Maculiewicz. 
Freshman Gaby Haroules 
made an impressive debut, scor-
ing two goals as the UNH field 
hockey team downed Bowdoin 
College, 3~0 Friday afternoon at 
Memorial Field. 
The Wildcats travel to Gorham 
today to meet Maine at 3: 30. 
Both Haroules' goals came in 
the second half, assisted by 
Kathy Sanborn and Mame Rear-
don. 
Reardon, a wing, set up the 
first goal by driving the baJJ 
across the striking circle after 
putting it into play on a corner. 
Sanborn used a hand stop to set 
up a scoop at the goal t;>y 
Haroules. 
Haroules made her first goal 
early in the second half. Her 
second came in the last minute of 
the game. 
UNH's second tally was off the 
stick of Diane Willis, who poked 
the ball past Bowdoin goalie Iris 
Davis. 
UNH was aggressive through-
out the game, particular'ly on the 
right side. Bowdoin managed a 
few offensive attacks, but UNH 
goalie Kelly Stone easily kicked 
away their shots. 
UNH's Dick Ki_ernan.<rig~t> and Boston Col!ege's Jay Callahan seem to have lost sight of the 
soccer ball durmg Fridays game under the hghts in Boston. (Lee Hunsaker photo) 
BC 'gladiators' trample UNO 
By Lee Hunsaker 
They ran, they kicked, t1"-J 
fought. It was more a game of 
gladiators versus soccer players 
last Friday night at Boston Col-
lege, and in the end the Gladia-
tors won. 
-Though BC won by a close 
mc;lrgin (2-1 ), it would have been 
a romp by the Eagles if scoring 
was determined by the number 
of bruises inflicted on the opposi-
tion. 
Said Miremadi, who emerged 
for a whil,; as the Wildcats' savior 
by bulling in the lone UNH goal in 
the second half to tie the Eagl~s · 
at 1-1, summ.ed up the game in 
subtle terms. 
"They played a very phvsical 
game," said Miremadi of BC 
Jater. "We should have won be-
cause we played better than they 
did_~ut., " 
. "They didn't play according to 
the rules," said UNH coach Art 
Young. "They were throwing el-
bows and thighs into our- play-
ers.'' 
Miremadi's goal came at a cru-
cial point in the contest when the 
Cats were down, 1 - Oby virtue of 
a Henry Smith goal for the Eag-
les. 
Play was deep in the BC end 
when Miremadi stole the ball 
from - the Eagles sweeperback 
and barreled towards the goal. 
"He tripped me from behind 
when I was about' to shoot," said 
Merimadi. "I saw the goalie com-
ing out to get the ball so I just 
jumped in the air and kicked it." 
The ball rolled into the short 
c..orner of the net just past the out-
st_retched hands of BC goalie _ 
Steve Price. 
Several UNH players rushed to 
Merimadi who layed under a 
- heap of BC players. 
Yet the jubilation from the life-
restoring goal was short-lived as 
minutes later BC came back to 
regain the lead. 
"It was a really stupid goal," 
recounted Miremadi. "We didn't 
watch their forwards out front.'' 
Young could only describe it as 
a "defensive lapse". 
Regardless, it was the goal that 
decided the game; it was the 
sweep ot tne swora mat sireueu 
thumbs down for UNH. 
The gladiators had won. 
UNH sophomore Gail Griffith stretches out in an attempt 
to control the ball during the Cats' encounter with Bowdom 
Friday. UNH won 3-0 (Lee Hunsaker photo) 
_v olleyhallers sweep 
By Laurie Fisher 
The first game for the UNH wo-
men's volleyball team got under-
way at New Hampshire Hall Sat-
urday, with the Wildcats defeat-
ing Massachusetts and Vermont 
in a tri-match. 
Coach Laurel Milos was appre-
hensive about the season's open-
er b~c~use she has a young team 
cons1stmg of mostly freshmen 
and sophomores. She didn't 
have to worry, however, as her 
squad breezed by the more exper-
ienced UMass, 15-2, and 15-1 and 
overpowered UVM, 15-4 and 15-9. 
Volleyball, page 15 
